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INTRODUCTION

Interest in developing liquefied natural gas (LNG) imports
is presently surging. Although only five LNG import terminals
currently operate in the United States, there are now 38 on-shore
and off-shore LNG terminals that are either recently approved or
under review before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) and the Maritime Administration (MARAD). 1 As part of
its energy policy, the present administration (Bush II) has
expressed interest in increasing LNG imports to supplement
domestic natural gas supply. Enacted by the 109th Congress, the
Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct) provides exclusive federal
jurisdiction for the permitting, siting, construction, and operation
of LNG import terminals, whether they are located on-shore or offshore.2 As described further below, by establishing clear federal
authority (pre-emption), this statute settles the recently-disputed
question of federal versus state jurisdiction for the permitting of
LNG terminals.

1 See Existing and Proposed North American

LNG Terminals,

http://

www.ferc.gov/industries/lng.asp (link to Acrobat .pdf file) (last visited on
March 10, 2007).

2Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-58, 119 Stat. 594 (2005).
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Despite this recent assertion of power by the federal
government, states understandably retain a strong interest in the
permitting of LNG terminals. Coastal states must balance the
opportunity to supplement their natural gas supply with the added
congestion and security risks associated with LNG tankers and
facilities. In addition, new LNG terminal construction may significantly impact marine resources, ultimately affecting a state's
fishing industry or aesthetic uses. 3 Although FERC maintains that
states still exert control in the LNG terminal siting process, 4 the
recent grant of exclusive jurisdiction in the EPAct undoubtedly
diminishes state authority.
This paper presents state interests and concerns in
importing LNG, describes federal pre-emption in regulating LNG
terminals, and explores what authority remains in a state's hands
for LNG terminal siting. Although the federal government has
asserted exclusive jurisdiction, states may directly or indirectly
affect LNG terminal siting and thus retain some power.
Significantly, the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA)
provides states with authority to review federally-permitted actions
that affect their coastal zones. 5 States also must review and
approve Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act permits associated
with LNG terminals. 6 For off-shore ports, state governor approval
is required by the Deepwater Ports Act. 7 In addition, some states,
e.g., Louisiana, have enacted statutes that allow injured parties to

3 See Robin Alden, Fisheries & Coastal Community Issues in LNG Terminal

Siting, Conservation Law Foundation Conference on LNG Terminal Siting (July
29, 2004), http://www.clf.org/programs/cases.asp?id=358.
4 See 151 CONG. REC. S6982-83 (daily ed. June 22, 2005) (statement of Sen.

Feinstein) (includes correspondence between FERC Chairman Pat Wood, III,
and Sen. Dianne Feinstein concerning state "veto" power over proposed LNG
projects and appeal procedures).
' Coastal Zone Management Act § 307(c), 16 U.S.C. § 1456(c) (2005).
6 Energy

Policy Act, Pub. L. No. 109-58, § 311(c)(2), 119 Stat. 594 (2005).

7Deepwater

Ports Act § 3(c)(8), 33 U.S.C. § 1503(c)(8) (2005).
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directly sue insurers, 8 which could aid in clarifying the risks
involved in LNG terminal development and operation. This paper
will examine one of these potential methods for states to influence
LNG terminal siting - the Coastal Zone Management Act
consistency determination.
II.

HISTORICAL LNG DEVELOPMENT

Energy supply has always been in the national interest, but,
after the oil embargo and energy crunch in the 1970's, energy
supply became a central theme in national policy and
administration.
In reaction to the increased energy supply
concerns of the 1970's and to supplement domestic natural gas
supplies, liquefied natural gas import terminals (regasification)
were sited and constructed at four locations in the United States:
Everett, Massachusetts (Boston); Cove Point, Maryland; Elba
Island, Georgia; and Lake Charles, Louisiana. Except for Lake
Charles, each of these terminals is at the terminus of natural gas
supply pipeline infrastructure. 9 These import terminals receive
foreign LNG shipments, allow for LNG storage, provide
regasification l , and ultimately distribute natural gas into the
pipeline infrastructure. Another LNG import terminal was later
located in Penuelas, Puerto Rico, adjacent to a power plant
(EcoElectrica). A liquefaction 1' LNG export terminal in Kenai,
Alaska has been the first and only such plant in the US since 1969.
8 See Jonathan C. Augustine, Other States Should "Get With the Program" and
Follow Louisiana'sLead: An Examination of Louisiana'sDirect Action Statute
and Its Application in the Marine Insurance Industry, TUL.MAR. L. J. 109

(Winter 2002).
9 Suedeen G. Kelly, Address to the Environmental Regulation, Energy and
Market Entry Symposium, 15 DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL'Y F. 251, 253 (2004-05).

10Regasification refers to the multi-step process in which LNG is converted
from liquefied (liquid) form to gaseous form. During regasification, the volume
of natural gas increases by a factor of approximately 600. See Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, A Guide to LNG - What All Citizens Should Know, at
2, http://www.ferc.gov/industries/lng.asp (link to Acrobat .pdf file).
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By the late 1970's, as these LNG terminals were either
operating or being proposed, LNG importation was projected to12
reach up to 5-15 percent of domestic natural gas consumption.
Some states had promulgated rules to regulate LNG terminal
siting.1 3 LNG storage facilities also were constructed to provide
natural gas supply during periods of gas scarcity or intense demand
("peak-shaving"). 14
Overall, LNG remained of small contribution to United
States energy supply, and imports diminished between the 1980's 1990's. Further LNG terminals were not developed because of a
changing domestic gas market (lower prices related to deregulation) and stalled sales negotiations with Algeria, the sole LNG
provider to the U.S. at the time. 15 Two of the four domestic import
terminals stopped receiving LNG deliveries. 16 In contrast Asian
countries with fewer supplies of natural gas, such as Japan, Korea,
" Liquefaction is the opposite of regasification-in liquefaction, natural gas is
converted from gaseous to liquefied form (e.g., LNG). After liquefaction, LNG
is a liquid with temperature of approximately -260 degrees Fahrenheit, at nearatmospheric pressure. Id.
12 OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, 95TH CONG., TRANSPORTATION OF

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS 5 (Sept. 1977).
13 See

N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW § 23-17 (McKinney 2005); LNG Terminal
Siting Act of 1977, 1977 Cal. Stat. 855 (repealed 1987).
These LNG storage facilities require both liquefaction and regasification.
During periods of low demand, natural gas is taken from the pipeline
infrastructure and liquefied into LNG and stored. When needed during periods
of peak demand, the LNG is regasified, allowing natural gas to be distributed
back into the pipeline. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP'T.
OF ENERGY, U.S. LNG MARKETS AND USES: JUNE 2004 UPDATE, at 1
http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/FTPROOT/features/lng2004.pdf. Of the 113 facilities
that handle LNG in the United States today, most serve a "peak-shaving"
function. Id. at 2.
14

James T. Jensen, U.S. Reliance on InternationalLiquefied Natural Gas Supply
(Feb. 2004) (policy paper prepared for the National Commission on Energy
Policy), http://www.jai-energy.com/index.php?page=pubs.
15

16

Id. at 15.

The Cove Point, Maryland and Elba Island, Georgia terminals

stopped receiving deliveries until 2001 and 2003, respectively.
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and Taiwan, promoted LNG development.' 7 Because of these
countries' imports, the LNG supply chain of natural gas
shipping, regasification, and
production, transmission, liquefaction,
18
delivery matured in the 1990's.
Although concerns over energy supply certainly continued
after the 1970's, the executive change in administration in 2000
coincided with an increasing focus on natural gas in energy
deregulation, environmental awareness, and power plant
development.' 9 For example, gas-fired merchant power plants,
independently owned plants which supplement the electricity
20
supply generated by investor-owned utilities, began flourishing.
The new merchant plants increasingly turned to natural gas as the
fuel of choice because of improved gas turbine technology that had
lower capital and operating costs than traditional coal or nuclear
plants. 2' The new combined-cycle gas turbines also provided
cleaner air emissions than traditional coal plants, which simplified
facility permitting. Power shortages in California during 2000 and
2001, gas market manipulation by Enron, increased natural gas
prices, and the 2003 electricity blackout in the Northeast further
placed energy supply at the center of national policy.
In developing energy policy, the presidentially-appointed
National Energy Policy Development Group (NEPDG) highlighted2
the increased importance of natural gas to national energy supply.

17

id.

18 Id.
'9 See Jeffrey W. Schroeter, The
ENGINEERING POWER, May 2000,

Merchant Revolution,

MECHANICAL

http://www.memagazine.org/supparch/

mepowerOO/merchant/merchant.html.
20

Id.

21 ENERGY INFO. ADMIN.,

DOE/EIA-0562(00),

THE CHANGING STRUCTURE OF

2000: AN UPDATE 42, 44-45 (Oct. 2000),
http://www.tonto.eia.doe.gov/FTPROOT/electricity/056200.pdf.
THE ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY

22 NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP, NATIONAL ENERGY
POLICY

at 1-7, 1-8 (May 2001), http://www.whitehouse.gov/energy/.
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The Bush Administration (Bush II) had commissioned NEPDG to
develop a national energy strategy and was mainly comprised of
executive department secretaries. The National Commission for
Energy Policy (NCEP), a prominent bi-partisan, non-governmental
Both the NEPDG
commission also echoed NEPDG's findings.
imports as an
gas
natural
liquefied
and the NCEP identified
supplies. 24
gas
natural
domestic
important way to supplement
Both bodies also noted the fragmented character of the existing
which contributed to
national natural gas pipeline infrastructure,
25
shortages.
gas
and
shortages
electricity
Following the NEPDG's meetings, federal regulation of
LNG development enlarged in three significant ways. The
Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 (MTSA) expanded
federal regulation of deepwater ports to include offshore LNG
terminals.2 6 Enabling offshore deliveries of LNG was an attempt
to reduce security concerns associated with LNG that were
heightened by the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. In
addition, FERC asserted jurisdiction over on-shore LNG terminals
while reviewing an on-shore LNG terminal proposed by Dynegy
near Hackberry, Louisiana. 27 Shortly thereafter, in a modified

23 THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON ENERGY POLICY, ENDING THE ENERGY
STALEMATE-A

BIPARTISAN

STRATEGY

TO

MEET

AMERICA'S

ENERGY

44-45 (Dec. 2004), http://www.energycommission.org/files/
contentFiles/report-noninteractive_44566feaabc5d.pdf.
CHALLENGES

24

See NAT'L ENERGY POLICY DEV. GROUP, supra note 22, at 5-3, 7-15; NAT'L

The NEPDG report
noted that 2 of the existing 4 LNG facilities (Cove Point, MD and Elba Island,
GA) had been "mothballed" but were anticipated to resume imports, which did
in fact occur. See NAT'L ENERGY POLICY DEV. GROUP, supra note 22.
COMM'N ON ENERGY POLICY, supra note 23, at iv, 47-49.

25 Id. at 7-1 to 7-12; NAT'L COMM'N ON ENERGY POLICY, supra note 23, at 4150.
26 Marine Transportation Security Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-295, § 106, 116

Stat. 2086-88 (2002).
27 Julia R. Richardson and John H. Burnes, Jr., LNG: FERC Asserts Control,
PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY 26 (June 2004); see also Dynegy LNG
61,231 (Nov. 21, 2001). Dynegy
Production Terminal L.P., 97 FERC
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proposal at the same location 28, FERC did not require LNG
terminals to operate under "open-access" bidding or "cost-ofservice" regulation. 29 FERC's holding allowed terminal owners to
discriminate in receiving imports, thus favoring profitable import
arrangements and encouraging new terminal development.
A flurry of applications for new on-shore and off-shore
LNG terminals followed these events. In a noteworthy challenge
described further below, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) attempted to assert jurisdiction over the siting of a
terminal proposed in Long Beach Harbor. But FERC asserted
exclusive jurisdiction. 3 1 Congress later conclusively established
proposed to construct the LNG facility at its existing liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) facility in Hackberry, Louisiana.
28

See Hackberry LNG Terminal, L.L.C.; Notice of Intent To Prepare an

Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Hackberry LNG Terminal
Project, Request for Comments on Environmental Issues, and Notice of Public
Scoping Meeting and Site Visit, 67 Fed. Reg. 47,791 (July 22, 2002).
29

See Hackberry LNG Terminal, L.L.C., 101 FERC

61,294 (Dec. 18, 2002).

Sempra Energy acquired interest in the Hackberry terminal from Hackberry,
L.L.C. (a Dynegy subsidiary), and it was renamed Cameron LNG, L.L.C. The
Hackberry terminal was the first LNG terminal approved by FERC in over 20
61,269 (Sep. 11, 2003).
years. See Cameron LNG, L.L.C., 104 FERC
Construction on the terminal is presently proceeding.
30

As further described below, FERC provides licensing for LNG terminals that

are on-shore or within state waters (typically 3 miles from shore). The Maritime
Administration (MARAD) in the United States Department of Transportation
provides licensing for LNG terminals located outside of state waters. The
United States Coast Guard (USCG) assists in review of both types of terminals
concerning security, terminal operation, vessel navigation, etc.
See Sound Energy Solutions, 106 FERC 61,279 (2004). The Port of Long
Beach recently disapproved the project, stating that the applicant's
environmental review was fundamentally flawed. See The Port of Long Beach,
News Release - Port Commissioners Vote to Halt LNG Project (Jan. 22, 2007),
See also
http://www.polb.com/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BloblD=3620.
Letter from Robert E. Shannon et al. to Board of Harbor Commissioners (Jan. 8,
2007) (Opinion by City of Long Beach attorney and special counsel that the
applicant's draft environmental impact statement failed to adequately consider
alternatives, withheld essential information, and lacked adequate information
31
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for FERC exclusive jurisdiction of on-shore LNG terminal siting,
construction, and operations, by enacting the Energy Policy Act of
2005 (EPAct 2005).
III.

IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH

LNG TERMINALS

At first glance, the siting of an LNG terminal would appear
no different than siting of any other industrial or commercial
By now, the
facility, which follows regular procedures.
environmental review methodology associated with facility siting
Over thirty years ago, the National
is well-established.
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) ushered in a mandatory
Shortly
environmental review process for federal activities."
thereafter, many states enacted similar environmental review
processes for state activities. Where federal and state review of
activities overlap, reviewing agencies can consult one another to
provide a comprehensive review procedure. Tension between
federal and state agencies during such consultation may
undoubtedly emerge, but such tension is inherent in our federal
system. However, the recent activity for siting of LNG terminals
exacerbates this tension because of increased concerns about
energy supply, security, and the environment.

regarding safety and security issues), http://www.polb.com/civica/filebank/
blobdload.asp?BlobID=3536. The Sound Energy Solutions application, which
was submitted before the Energy Policy Act of 2005 was enacted, received a
joint environmental impact review by FERC and the Port of Long Beach. See
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Notice of Application, Sound Energy

Solutions FERC Docket No. CP04-58 (Feb. 2, 2004), http://elibrary.ferc.gov/
idmws/docketsearch.asp. Sound Energy Solutions presently seeks a writ of
mandate in California court to compel completion of the environmental impact
review by the Port of Long Beach. See Gary Polakovic, Firm Sues to Revive
Gas PlantPlan, THE Los ANGELES TIMES (Feb. 9, 2007).
32

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370 (2005).
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A.

Energy Supply

State perspective on LNG terminal siting is partly guided
by the existing natural gas pipeline infrastructure. Most domestic
natural gas production is in or near the Gulf states of Texas and
Louisiana or off-shore in the Gulf of Mexico. 33 Natural gas
transmission largely originates from this region and is transported
through the pipeline infrastructure to the rest of the country.
Therefore, states at the receiving end of this infrastructure,
vulnerable to higher costs and supply shortages, may look to LNG
import terminals to supplement the natural gas supply to their state
consumers. Many on-shore and off-shore LNG terminal applications are thus in the Northeast or on the West Coast at the end of
the delivery tree. 34 Gulf States, at the opposite end of the tree,
have historically supplied petroleum and natural gas, but LNG
imports may supplement their diminishing reserves and also utilize
the existing pipeline infrastructure (particularly off-shore in the
Gulf of Mexico).35 For these states, LNG terminals fit more
closely into the historical scheme of fuel production and transmission in this region.
In evaluating energy sources, states must consider a range
of supply options, balanced against different, sometimescompeting end uses, as well as shifting state, national, and global
economies. Importing LNG has its own market risks, dependent
on numerous factors including shipping availability, global LNG
demand, and natural gas market dynamics. 3 6 Except for the Alaska
terminal, the entire LNG supply chain is located in foreign
countries, although less regionally concentrated than oil production, with production in the Caribbean, Africa, Middle East and Far
33 Kelly, supra note 9, at 252.
34

35

/d.

at 254.

Id. at 255.

36 See MICHELLE MICHOT Foss, CENTER FOR ENERGY ECONOMICS, THE ROLE

LNG IN NORTH AMERICAN NATURAL GAS SUPPLY
(Sept. 2004), http://www.beg.utexas.edu/energyecon/lng/.
OF

AND DEMAND

43-53
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East. The LNG supply may differ in availability, price, and gas
characteristics between production and distribution in the Atlantic
Basin and Pacific Basin. For example, gas interchangeability, i.e.,
the ability to utilize imported gas with Btu content differing from
domestic standards, is a concern because domestic pipeline infrastructure and appliances are designed for a set range of Btu content
that differs from the Btu content in imported gas.
Presently, Northeast states, in their energy planning, must
balance these issues related to LNG against alternative gas sources,
such as natural gas pipelines from Canada or utilizing existing
natural gas supply from the Gulf region. In contrast, California
must consider the recent availability of natural gas from new LNG
import terminals sited in Mexico. New LNG import terminals are
now being proposed and built on both Canadian coasts and may
also serve as a source of natural gas. 37 Clearly, balancing all of
these issues complicates a state's evaluation of energy sources, and
these concerns may not be adequately addressed during siting
review by FERC or the United States Coast Guard (USCG).
B.

Security/Safety

The recent applications for on-shore LNG terminals have
also triggered safety concerns within communities at or adjacent to
the proposed terminal locations. The LNG shipping industry has
logged a considerable safety record in the past several decades, and
no major accident has occurred at any LNG import terminal in the
United States. 38 Nevertheless, without appropriate safeguards,
LNG remains a hazardous substance with potential for explosion,
fire, thermal radiation, and even asphyxiation for those near the
release. LNG shipping has also justifiably warranted heightened
scrutiny due to post September llth terrorism concerns. LNG
opponents point to several accidents occurring in recent history,
37 Kelly, supra note 9, at 254.
38

See Joseph J. Nicklous, Accidents, Incidents, Mistakes and the Lessons

Learned from Them, 62 PROCEEDINGS OF THE MARINE SAFETY & SECURITY

COUNCIL, 22-24 (Fall 2005) (U.S. Coast Guard publication),
www.uscg.mil/proceedings (link to year 2005 under Archives).

http://
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such as a 2004 explosion at a liquefaction plant in Skikda, Algeria,
as well as a less recent 1944 explosion at a Cleveland liquefaction
plant which claimed 128 lives. 39 Indeed, vocal public opposition
to terminal siting may significantlY0 contribute to application
withdrawal by the project developers.
Safety and security, more than any other concern,
galvanizes public opposition to LNG terminal siting. In Fall River,
Massachusetts, the community, mayor, and Massachusetts senators
have plainly opposed the Hess application, which FERC approved
in July 2005, because of the proposed terminal location near
downtown Fall River. Similarly, the proposed on-shore terminal at
the Port of Long Beach, California, the nation's second-busiest
port, fostered safety concerns because of its location near
residences and downtown Long Beach. 4 '
Countering such safety objections is the over three-decade
safety record at the Everett, Massachusetts LNG facility, where
LNG tankers weekly pass by Logan International Airport, downtown Boston and Cambridge, and under interstate highway 95
while sailing through Boston Harbor and up the Mystic River to
the terminal.42 Likewise, LNG tankers sailing to the Cove Point,
Maryland terminal must also pass near population centers and
43
commercial marine traffic while traversing the Chesapeake Bay.

39 Id.

40

Examples include Mare Island (Vallejo) California, Eureka, California, and

Harpswell, Maine. See NGI, North American LNG Import Terminals, http://
(last visited
intelligencepress.com/features/lng/terminals/lngterminals.html
March 15, 2007) (scroll to 'Canceled Terminals').
Notice of Intervention and Protest of the Public Utilities Commission of the
State of California at 5, Sound Energy Solutions FERC Docket No. CP04-58
(Feb. 23, 2004), http://elibrary.ferc.gov/idmws/docketsearch.asp.

41

42

See Joseph E. McKehnie et al., Liquefied Natural Gas Shipment, 62

18-21 (Fall
2005). The Distrigas facility is owned and operated by Tractebel, part of Suez.
Operations commenced in 1971.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE MARINE SAFETY & SECURITY COUNCIL,
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As a result of public safety concerns, some project developers have
shifted to proposing off-shore terminals, either within or outside of
state waters, which allow LNG unloading and regasification away
from populations, prior to piping the converted natural gas to the
mainland infrastructure. Off-shore terminals, however, may have
higher capital and operating costs than on-shore terminals."
The environmental impact statements (EIS) in recent LNG
terminal applications include safety evaluations, typically by
consultants specializing in risk and hazard evaluation. These
evaluations incorporate consequence modeling 45 to predict likelyhood of LNG release and subsequent fires or explosions during
LNG shipping and unloading at terminals. Understandably, the
modeling analyses are subject to some uncertainty. However, the
modeling theory is presently subject to intense debate. Noted
academics in the field such as Dr. James Fay of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Dr. Jerry Havens of the University of
Arkansas have highlighted weaknesses in the present modeling
46
analyses that may underestimate risk and predicted impacts.
Sensitive installations en route to Cove Point include the U.S. naval facility in
Norfolk at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay and nearby Norfolk and Virginia
Beach. The Calvert Cliffs nuclear power plant is adjacent to the Cove Point
LNG terminal. The author tried to visit the Cove Point facility as a student
during winter break but was told by Dominion Energy that a six week advance
notice and security check was needed.
43

See Jeff Johnson, LNG Weighs Anchor, CHEMICAL & ENGINEERING NEWS,
Apr. 25, 2005, at 19-22, at http://www.pubs.acs.org/cen/coverstory/83/
8317LNG.html.
44

Consequence modeling refers to a quantitative analysis of LNG dispersion and
reaction (e.g., combustion, etc.), based on physical, thermodynamic,
meteorological, and mathematical principles. While founded in theory, the
modeling utilizes empirical data to calibrate the model (e.g., data obtained from
controlled LNG spill experiments).
45

46

See J.A. Fay, Model of Spills and Firesfrom LNG and Oil Tankers, JOURNAL

OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS B96, at 171-188 (2003); Jerry Havens, LNG and
Public Safety Issues, 62 PROCEEDINGS OF THE MARINE SAFETY & SECURITY

29-31 (Fall 2005). See also William Lehr & Debra Simecek-Beatty,
Comparison of Hypothetical LNG and Fuel Oil Fires on Water, 107 JOURNAL
OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 3-9 (2004).
COUNCIL,
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The United States has commissioned two evaluations of
LNG modeling, which predict somewhat different risk estimates
and impacts.47 A December 2004 Sandia National Laboratory
report garnered attention for its estimate of LNG release caused by
a direct terrorist attack.48 With little actual knowledge regarding
how LNG disperses during a release incident, the models can only
provide some estimate of fire or heat impacts. Moreover, recent
applications for off-shore terminals, such as the Floating
Regasification and Storage unit (FRSU) proposed in the
Broadwater project in Long Island Sound (New York) and the
Cabrillo deepwater port off the California coast, utilize a new
technology untried in the present LNG import terminals in the
United States.
Safety and security issues with LNG terminals therefore
affect public perception and influence state concerns with terminal

47

See

ABS

CONSULTING,

CONSEQUENCE

ASSESSMENT

METHODS

FOR

FERC Contract

FROM LNG CARRIERS,
MICHAEL HIGHTOWER ET AL., SANDIA
NATIONAL LABORATORIES, GUIDANCE ON RISK ANALYSIS AND SAFETY
IMPLICATIONS OF A LARGE LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS (LNG) SPILL OVER
INCIDENTS

INVOLVING

RELEASE

FERC04C40196 (May 13, 2004);

WATER, SAND 2004-6258 (Dec. 2004), http://www.fossil.energy.gov/programs/

oilgas/storage/lng/sandia lng_1204.pdf. The Department of Energy had also
commissioned Quest Consultants to model the impacts of an LNG spill in
Boston harbor, but the Quest study was criticized by the ABS report for failing
to correctly estimate impacts. See Bryan Bender, Report Cites Risk of Wide
Damage in LNG Blast, BOSTON GLOBE, May 4, 2004, http://www.boston.com/

news/nation/articles/2004/05/15/report cites risk of widedamageinlng blas
t/?page=l.
48

See Michael Hightower & Louis Gritzko, Liquefied Natural Gas Risk

Management, 62 PROCEEDINGS OF THE MARINE SAFETY & SECURITY COUNCIL,

25-28 (Fall 2005), http://www.useg.mil/proceedings (link to year 2005 under
Archives). A recent GAO study provides expert comments on this study, with
recommendations for additional research. See UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
ATTACK ON A

CLARIFICATION,

OFFICE, PUBLIC SAFETY CONSEQUENCES OF A TERRORIST
TANKER CARRYING LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS NEEDS

GAO-07-316

(Feb.

2007),

http://www.gao.gov/

new.items/d07316.pdf. The Department of Energy seeks further understanding
of LNG spills through controlled experiments of large and small-scale LNG
fires by Sandia National Laboratories. Id. at 6.
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The unknown degree of certainty of the computer
siting.
consequence modeling and disagreement on model functioning and
limitations underscores the concern for adequate safety review
during siting. The siting review must also adequately address
security concerns. Understanding of tanker construction is still
evolving, as exemplified when the USCG reversed its position to
conclude that certain foam insulation used in LNG tankers is
combustible. 49 Offshore platform construction also must improve,
as demonstrated by the recent "release" of an offshore oil and
natural gas drilling platform in the Gulf of Mexico during
Hurricane Rita, in which a mooring system similar to those
proposed in floating offshore LNG terminals snapped, allowing the
platform to break free and float over 100 miles away.50
C.

Environment

Although LNG's physical and hazardous properties are
unique, its environmental impacts are relatively straightforward.
Once released to the environment, LNG vaporizes to the
atmosphere. 5 1 Thus, an LNG spill during shipping or at the
terminal does not impact marine flora and fauna as would an oil
spill; there would be no LNG residue in the marine environment.
Composed mainly of methane, LNG becomes a greenhouse gas
once it vaporizes to the atmosphere. Therefore, LNG releases and
incidental leakage during loading, transport, or unloading
contribute to greenhouse gas release and climate change impacts.
Aside from LNG vaporization, the environmental impacts
associated with LNG terminals resemble impacts associated with
See Ben Raines, Fire Threat in LNG Ships, MOBILE REG., Oct. 12, 2004
http://www.gsenet.org/host/lng-logan/News-Information--Messages/NIM-6101404.htm (last visited on Feb. 25, 2006).
49

See Hans Laetz, Rita Rips Billiton Natural Gas Platformfrom Moorings, THE
MALIBU TIMES, Oct. 6, 2005, at http://www.malibutimes.com/articles/2005/
10/06/news/news7.txt.
50

51

Transformation to a purely gaseous state depends on release characteristics.

LNG may initially exist as a "vapor cloud", similar to a dense gas, before
converting to a purely gaseous state.
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other on-shore or off-shore marine facilities. Facility construction
of the terminal and pipelines will disturb marine sediments, which
may release contaminated material to the water column. Seafloor
dwelling organisms (benthic) may be adversely impacted by subsurface pipeline construction. LNG tankers and import terminals
will emit air pollution similar to other vessels, and tankers may
introduce aquatic invasive species. 52 Lighting from off-shore
platforms can disorient bird populations at night. 53 Offshore
platforms may interfere with marine mammal migration. 54 If
seawater is used in the regasification process (in offshore
platforms), then organism entrainment during seawater intake is a
may
concern. In addition, the discharge of this regasification water
55
water.
receiving
the
to
impacts
pollutant
and
thermal
create
Aesthetic impacts of new LNG terminals also concern
states and residents. The siting of new LNG terminals in Long
Island Sound, Block Island Sound, the Massachusetts Bay, or the
mouth of the Columbia River are seen by some as a substantial
change from the existing uses of these waterbodies and represent
"industrialization" of the area. In contrast, aesthetic concerns
appear less contested in siting LNG terminals in the Gulf region,
where oil and gas production and infrastructure already abounds.

52

California Department of Fish and Game, Wildlife Impacts Associated with

LNG Terminals, http://www.cec.gov.state.ca/cdfgwildlifeimpacts.pdf.
53 ld.

54 Id.

Is

See also Hans Laetz, LNG's Potential Impact on Migrating Gray Whales

Contested, MALIBU

SURFSIDE

NEws,

Feb.

15,

2007,

http://www.

malibusurfsidenews.com/archives/index.htm.
5' See National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Draft Recommended
Best Practices for Liquefied Natural Gas Terminals (for a description of possible
mitigation methods for impacts associated with LNG terminals) (Dec. 13, 2005),
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/habitat/habitatconservation/whatnew/LNG.htm.
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STATE APPROVALS FOR

LNG TERMINAL APPLICATIONS

As further described below, FERC and USCG/MARAD
now maintain exclusive jurisdiction for LNG terminal siting,
construction, and operation. However, state approval is required
for certain aspects of an LNG import terminal application. Local
approval may also be required for other aspects, such as approval
by the town or a port commission. 56 As administrative agencies,
each level of government must comply with the appropriate
procedure and discretion required by the federal or state
administrative procedure statutes. Generally, the applicants need
the following state approvals, which are further described below:
" Deepwater Port Act-approval by governor
* Coastal Zone Management Act consistency certification
" State-designated special areas
* Clean Air Act (air discharges)
* Clean Water Act (water discharges)
* National Historic Preservation Act
* Property lease on state-owned submerged lands
* Interstate compacts
A.

DeepwaterPortApprovals

Deepwater ports for receiving fuel imports first gained
approval in 1974 with the passage of the Deepwater Ports Act
(DPA).57 The 1974 DPA provided for the regulation and licensing
of deepwater ports to facilitate and increase oil imports by
allowing deep-hulled oil tankers to unload in an offshore structure
rather than in a shallow port. Only one deepwater port, the
Louisiana Offshore Oil Pipeline (LOOP), had been constructed

56

For example, the Sound Energy Solutions application for an on-shore terminal

in Long Beach, California sought approval from the Port of Long Beach and
Long Beach City Council. See Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, supra
note 31.

57 Deepwater Ports Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-627, 33 U.S.C. § 1501-1524
(1974).
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before 2002. The MTSA amended the DPA to allow the regulation
and licensing of off-shore LNG terminal construction and
operation by the MARAD and USCG.58 MARAD is primarily
responsible for project financial review and license administration,
and the USCG is responsible for project operations, safety, and
environmental review, including NEPA. An interagency memorandum further delineates the responsibilities between federal
of Transportation and the Department
departments, the Department
59
Security.
of Homeland
Although federal agencies provide review and licensing,
the governor of each adjacent coastal state must approve the
project. 6° A state is defined as an "adjacent coastal state" if the
state is connected by pipeline to the deepwater port or is within 15
miles of the port. 6 1 The governor-approval requirement remains
from the original DPA statute. "Interested" states may also
comment on the application, and the Secretary of Transportation
must provide full consideration to such comments. 62 Six offshore
LNG terminals have received federal approval, and five
applications are being reviewed.63

58

Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-295, § 106,

116 Stat. 2064, 2086-2088 (2002).
'9 Interagency Agreement Among the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
United States Coast Guard, and Research and Special Programs Administration
for the Safety and Security Review of Waterfront Import/Export Liquefied
Natural Gas Facilities (February 2004),
(follow
http://www.ferc.gov/industries/Ing/safety/reports/2004-interagency.asp
link to Acrobat .pdf file).
6 33 U.S.C. § 1508(b) (1974).
61

33 U.S.C. § 1508(a)(1) (2006).

62

33 U.S.C. § 1508(b)(2) (2006).

63

See

Existing

and

Proposed

North

American

LNG

Terminals,

http://www.ferc.gov/industries/lng.asp (follow link to PDF file) (last visited on
March 10, 2007). Energy Bridge, Port Pelican, Gulf Landing, Main Pass
McMoRan, Neptune, and Northeast Gateway have received federal approval.
The Energy Bridge facility began operation in March 2005.
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CoastalZone ManagementAct Consistency Certification

Enacted in 1972 and amended several times, the Coastal
Zone Management Act (CZMA) requires coastal management and
development consistent with state-developed coastal zone
management policies (CZMPS). 64 Nearly all states with coastal
areas have CZMPs developed by the state and approved by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in the
Department of Commerce. 65 Each state's CZMP must encompass
certain natural resources, conservation, and development uses,
including energy facilities. 66 The CZMA also empowers states to
review federal activities in the state's coastal zone, including
federally-permitted activities, for "consistency" with the state's
CZMP (federal consistency review).67 The substantial majority of
consistency reviews that states do perform allow the federal
activity to occur.

68

If a state objects to the proposed activity as not consistent
with the state's CZMP, then the applicant may appeal the state's
decision to the Secretary of Commerce, who conducts a de novo
review of the proposed project. 69 Appeal of the secretary's review
would be made to a federal district court under the Administrative
Procedure Act.7 0 In addition, a "presidential exemption" provision

64

Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-583, 16 U.S.C. §§

1451-1465, amended by Pub. L. Nos. 93-612, 94-370, 96-464, 99-272, 101-508,
102-587, and 104-150.
65

Out of the 37 coastal states, Illinois is the only one without a CZMP.

66

16 U.S.C. § 1455(d) (2006).

67

16 U.S.C. § 1456(c) (2006).

68

Braxton Davis, JudicialInterpretations of Federal Consistency Under the

CoastalZone ManagementAct, 29 COASTAL MANAGEMENT 341, 342 (2001).
69 16 U.S.C. § 1456(c)(3)(A) (2006).

70

5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706 (2006).
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permits the President to override the Secretary's decision in a
CZMA consistency review for federal agency projects which are
deemed in the "significant national interest., 7 1 States may attach
conditions to the project during their consistency review which, if
uncontested by the applicant, become part of the project (known as
"concurrent conditions"). 72 According to interstate consistency, a
neighboring state may certify consistency or object to the project if
the neighborthe proposed project will have coastal effects within
73
boundary.
location
geographic
or
waters
ing state
Planning for energy facilities is a required element for each
state's CZMP, and LNG terminal applications must comply with a
state's CZMP. 74 The New York CZMP includes Long Island
Sound, between New York and Connecticut, and the policy
expressly provides for LNG terminal development by requiring the
"safe siting of LNG facilities [in Long Island Sound]".75
State-DesignatedSpecial Areas

C.

States may specifically designate certain areas of state
waters for discrete uses. This "area-based management" approach
was first utilized by the federal government to protect endangered

71 16
72

U.S.C. § 1456(c)(1)(B) (2006).

15 C.F.R. § 930.4 (2006).

73 Consistency

of Federal Activities Having Interstate Coastal Effects 15 C.F.R.
§ 930.150-157(I) (2006). See also Decision and Findings in the Consistency
Appeal of the Virginia Electric and Power Company from an Objection by the
North Carolina Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources
(May 19, 1994) (Decision by Secretary of Commerce in CZMA Consistency
appeal), http://www.ogc.doc.gov/czma.htm (follow "Decisions" hyperlink,
scroll down to "Consistency Appeal of Millennium Pipeline Co. L.P.").
14

16 U.S.C. § 1455(d)(2)(H), (d)(8) (2006).

75New

York Department of State, Long Island Sound CoastalManagement Plan
(1999), available at http://www.nyswaterfronts.com/downloads/pdfs/liscmp/
Chap4.pdf.
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or threatened marine mammal species in the Marine Protection
Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA). 76 After MPRSA's
enactment, the area-based management approach gained wider use
by federal and state governments as a coastal management tool to
protect fisheries, control navigation, or protect other special natural
or historic resources. Even if a proposed LNG terminal does not
lie within a state-designated special area, LNG tanker traffic or a
pipeline associated with the terminal may pass through such
special areas, thereby requiring state approval.
Clean Air Act

D.

New LNG import terminals will fall within reach of the
Clean Air Act (CAA) if air emissions from the terminal's operation
exceed certain thresholds. States administer and enforce the Clean
Air Act as part of the cooperative federalism scheme created by
this statute. Applicants for LNG terminals must therefore submit
required operating permit applications to the state for approval. 78
The CAA allows "affected states", defined as other states within a
50 mile radius of the project location, to comment on the
application. 79 The applicant may need to submit alternate site and
control technology analyses, purchase any needed emissions
offsets, and install special technologies to control emissions,
particularly in non-attainment areas.80 Following state approval of

76

Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act, Pub. L. No. 92-532, 16

U.S.C. §§ 1431-1445 (1972).
77 Clean
78

Air Act, § 110, 42 U.S.C. § 7410 (2006).

42 U.S.C. §§ 7661-7661f(2006).

7' 42 U.S.C. § 766ld(a)(2) (2006).

If the source state does not accept the
affected state's recommendations (comments), then the source state must notify
the affected state and EPA of its failure to accept the recommendations and its
reasons why. Id.
80 See 40 C.F.R. §§ 51.165,

51.166 (2006) (non-attainment new source review

and prevention of significant deterioration programs).
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is required before the
the air permit application, EPA approval
8
state may issue an operating permit.
The regasification process may be a significant source of
air pollution, depending on the method employed. The open-rack
vaporization (ORV, or "open-loop") method utilizes ambient
temperature seawater as a direct heat source to convert the LNG to
gaseous form.8 2 Although this method emits little or no air
pollution, the ORV method may entrain organisms during intake
and also results in a cold temperature discharge.8 3 The submerged
combustion vaporization method (SCV or "closed-loop") does not
intake seawater but rather heats process water that is circulated to
vaporize LNG.84

The SCV method produces combustion air

pollutants such as nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide. For LNG
terminals in metropolitan areas, stricter air emissions thresholds
likely apply, such as in areas of moderate or severe ozone nonattainment. LNG tankers also produce air emissions, but these
emissions are not regulated by the CAA and are only associated
with the applicant's permit application or operating permit to the
extent that the tanker is emitting while at the terminal.
Compared with other air emissions sources like power
plants or industry steam boilers, LNG terminals are a relatively
small source of air emissions. The LNG terminal applications
reflect applicants' general willingness to make expenditures to
purchase required emissions offsets or install expensive control
technologies. Thus, satisfying air permit requirements does not
a technical or financial obstacle for most terminal
appear to be
85
developers.

"i 40 C.F.R. § 70.8.
82

David Mills and Lisa C. Schiavinato, Offshore Liquefied Gas Facilities:

Deconstructing the Permitting Process, LOUISIANA COASTAL LAW, Aug. 2005,
at 11, http://www.lsu.edu/sglegal/lcl.html (follow 'LCL#86' link to Acrobat .pdf
file).
83Id.
84

Id. Typically, natural gas-fired burners are used to heat the process water.
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Clean Water Act

Similar to the CAA, the Clean Water Act (CWA) also
comprises a cooperative federalism structure, enabling state
administration and enforcement of the CWA for entities dischargeing within state waters. 86 The CWA also resembles the CAA in its
permitting structure and necessary state and federal review
Applicants must apply for a discharge permit
procedures.
(NPDES) and demonstrate compliance with state water quality
criteria and designated uses.87 Affected states, if any, may
comment on the NPDES permit application. 88 Applicants must
install any required control technologies.8 9 In addition, under
section 401, the CWA requires state certification for any federal
activity or federally-permitted activity 9producing a discharge to
navigable waters within the state waters. 0
Activities at LNG import terminals primarily include LNG
Except for
unloading, LNG storage, and regasification.
regasification, these activities do not produce significant volumes
85

A notable exception is the proposed Cabrillo offshore LNG terminal, which

could be thwarted if the purchase of emission offsets is required. See Hans
Laetz, FederalLaw Requires EPA Enforcement of State Air Pollution Rules to
200 Miles Offshore, MALIBU SURFSIDE NEWS, February 1, 2007, http://
Installation of emission
www.malibusurfsidenews.com/archives/index.htm.
controls at the proposed terminal may also be difficult because of its offshore
location. Id. Another as-yet unresolved issue for this application is whether a
local air quality district has jurisdiction for an off-shore terminal outside the
state's coastal jurisdiction. Id.
86

Clean Water Act §§ 101(b), 101(g), 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251(b), 1251(g) (2006).

87

33 U.S.C. §§ 1342(a), 134 4 (a) (2006).

88

33 U.S.C. §§ 1342(b)(5), 1344(h)(1)(E) (2006). If the source state does not

accept the affected state's recommendations (comments), then the source state
must notify the affected state and EPA of its failure to accept the
recommendations and its reasons why. Id.
89

33 U.S.C. §§ 1311, 1314 (2006).

90 33 U.S.C.

§1341 (2005).
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of wastewater discharges to a waterbody. As noted above,
terminals utilizing seawater for regasification may entrain
organisms during intake, possibly requiring compliance with CWA
section 316. Terminals using an "open-loop" regasification
process require much larger water volumes than "closed loop"
processes, and the open-loop process thus produces higher water
body impacts due to seawater intake and discharge. The discharge
of process water may produce thermal impacts, as the discharged
water can be colder or warmer than the receiving water body. The
discharge water may also contain biocides, such as sodium
hypochlorite (bleach). In addition, LNG tankers may discharge
ballast water en route to the facility, potentially introducing
contaminants or aquatic invasive species. 91 Depending on the
platforms
facility "footprint", on-shore terminals and off-shore
92
may also require a stormwater discharge permit.
Although several types of direct discharges are potentially
associated with an LNG terminal, the wastewater or stormwater
discharge volume is small compared with industrial facilities,
unless the terminal employs open-loop technology. Other process
or sewage discharge volumes from terminals are likely to be
minor. Off-shore platforms may be able to store non-process or
ballast wastewater on-site for later shipment to a treatment facility.
Thus, obtaining an NPDES discharge permit may not be difficult
for a terminal developer.
Section 404 of the CWA provides the United States Army
Corps of Engineers (ACOE) authority to regulate discharges of fill

91 See Coast Guard regulations for allowable ballast water management
practices.

33 C.F.R. §§ 151.1500-.1518, 151.2000-.2050.

See also http://

www.uscg.mil/hq/g-m/mso/ans.htm (summary information on regulation of
aquatic nuisance species and hyperlinks). The regulations only allow minimal

discharges of ballast water in coastal or internal waters.

33 C.F.R. §

151.2035(a)(4) (2006).
92

40 C.F.R. § 122.26. The stormwater discharge is either included with other

discharges in the facility's NPDES permit, or, if there is no facility-wide
NPDES permit, then a stormwater discharge permit is separately issued as a
specialized NDPES permit.
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or dredged material into navigable waters. 93 Proposed on-shore or
off-shore terminals thus require ACOE approval of section 404
permits for construction of terminals, docks, piping, or pipelines in
navigable waters. 94 Under section 401, states must certify these
section 404 permits as not impairing water quality conditions.
ACOE must also approve of pier or similar obstructions in
navigable waters under section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act,
and state section 401 water quality certification is again required. 95
Indeed, state section 401 certification also applies to the operating
certificate that FERC must grant to LNG terminal applicants under
section 3 of the Natural Gas Act, as amended by the 2005 Energy
Policy Act, as well as a Certificate of Public Convenience and
Necessity (CPCN) for transporting gas by pipeline.
Section 320 of the CWA created the National Estuary
Program, which provides special designation to certain estuaries
fitting within this program and an opportunity for states to receive
96
funding and other federal assistance in managing these areas.
Section 320 also creates a management tool in the development of
Comprehensive Coordination and Management Plans (CCMP) for
estuaries within the program.97 For example, Long Island Sound
has a special Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan
because of this waterbody's inclusion in the National Estuary
Program. The CCMP facilitates and directs data gathering and
analysis within the estuary to better evaluate estuary water quality
and impact of uses, as well as to manage the estuary to protect
uses. The CCMP does not create enforceable policies. LNG
terminals that are proposed within a national estuary may have
impacts targeted by the CCMP.

9' 33 U.S.C. § 1344(a) (2006).
94

33 U.S.C. § 1362 (6), (12), (14) (2006).

95 Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899,
96

33 U.S.C. § 1330 (2006).

9"

33 U.S.C. § 1330(b)(4) (2006).

§ 10, 33 U.S.C. 403 (2006).
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NationalHistoricPreservationAct

F.

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA)
protects historical resources by requiring evaluation of federal
activities that could affect properties included on the National
Register of Historic Places or properties that meet Register
criteria. 98 The agency reviewing the federal activity consults with
the state historic preservation office (SHPO) of the state where the
project is located to identify and evaluate impacts on historical
resources. 99 Historical resources include buildings, structures,
objects, and landmarks and archaeological resources including
soils determined to have historic value. The NHPA created the
Advisory Council of Historic Properties (ACHP), an independent
federal agency, which may participate in the historical review
process if the historical evaluation yields a finding of adverse
impacts. AHCP implements the NHPA. Although state (SHPO)
consultation in the historical review is required, state approval is
not mandatory for a project to proceed. LNG terminal applications
have included impacts to soils during terminal or pipeline
construction as potential archeological impacts triggering NHPA
review.
G.

Property Leases

If an LNG terminal is located in state waters, then the
terminal requires a lease from the state if located on state-owned
submerged lands. The 1953 Submerged Lands Act conveyed to
the states the submerged lands within three miles of the coastal

98

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, Pub. L. No. 89-665, 16 U.S.C. §§

470-470x (2006).
99 Id. § 106; Protection of Historic Properties, 36 C.F.R. § 800.1-.16 (2006). 16
U. S. C. § 470f (2006).

1oo See

Onshore Facilities Resource Reports for a Project to Construct and

Operate a Liquefied Natural Gas Receiving Terminal in Long Island Sound,
Long Island, New York, at 4-2, 4-4 (Jan. 2006), Broadwater FERC Docket No.
CP06-54 (Jan. 30, 2006), http://elibrary.ferc.gov/idmws/docket_search.asp.
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boundary, i.e., within state waters.1 ' l Developers of offshore LNG
terminals must therefore apply to the respective state to lease
seafloor space for the terminal in state waters.*°2 However, states'
control for granting leases is only within state waters. Offshore
platforms outside state waters do not require state-approved leases.
Rather, the Minerals Management Service (MMS) of the United
States Department of Interior must approve such leasing under the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act.l°3
The required seafloor "footprint" for an offshore LNG
terminal varies based on the terminal design. The gravity-based
offshore terminal is a large concrete structure that contains the
LNG storage tanks and requires a large footprint. 10 4 In contrast, a
floating offshore terminal (FRSU) is attached to the seafloor with a
"yoke mooring system", consisting of cables and anchors, and
10 5
requires a smaller footprint.

101

43 U.S.C. §§ 1301-1315 (2006).

102 See,

e.g., Broadwater Energy; Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental

Impact Statement for the Broadwater LNG Project; Request for Comments on
Environmental Issues, and Notice of Joint Public Meetings, 70 Fed. Reg.
48,698, 48,699, Broadwater FERC Docket No. PF05-4-000 (Aug. 19, 2005).
One environmental advocate seeks dismissal of Broadwater's easement
application by the New York Office of General Services, arguing that the
application violates New York's Public Land Law and is inconsistent with the
Public Trust Doctrine. See Objection of CFE/Save the Sound, In the Matter of
the Petition of Broadwater Energy, LLC for a Grant of Easement in the Lands
Under the Waters of Long Island Sound in the Town of Riverhead, County of
1, 2006), http://www.cfenv.org/media/2006/Broadwater/
Suffolk (Dec.
BwaterOGSObjection.pdf.
103Outer
104

Continental Shelf Lands Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1331-1356 (2006).

"Gravity-based" refers to the terminal's connection with the seafloor, which

is created by the large concrete mass in the structure. See generally Dajiu Jiang,
et al., CONCRETE OFFSHORE LNG TERMINALS - A VIABLE SOLUTION AND
http://www.eagle.org/news/techpapers-marineCHALLENGES,
TECHNICAL
2004.html (scroll down for technical paper OTC 16124).
105 For

a detailed list of technical criteria for floating and gravity-based offshore

terminals, refer

to AMERICAN BUREAU OF SHIPPING, GUIDE FOR BUILDING AND

CLASSING OFFSHORE LNG TERMINALS (Apr. 2004).
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If an on-shore terminal is proposed on municipal or private
property, then the terminal developer must arrange to purchase or
lease property with these entities. For example, the Port of Long
Beach, an agency of the City of Long Beach, California,
considered leasing a location at the port for the proposed Sound
Energy Solutions on-shore terminal in Long Beach harbor. The
Weaver's Cove LNG terminal in Fall River, Massachusetts is sited
on purchased property. Companies granted a CPCN by FERC for
transporting gas via pipeline may obtain property for pipeline
eminent
construction through eminent domain. 10 6 However,
07
terminals.'
LNG
to
extend
not
does
authority
domain
H.

Interstate Compacts

If an LNG terminal is proposed within interstate waters or
near adjacent states, then nearby states may maintain interest in the
project. Existing interstate compacts for waters between adjacent
states might affect the proposed project. For example, the
proposed BP Crown Landing project in Logan Township, New
Jersey, requires a 2,000 foot pier in the Delaware River for LNG
tankers to unload LNG at the proposed terminal. 08 Upon the
developer's request for a status determination, the Delaware
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control
(DNREC) concluded that the proposed pier was inconsistent with
the state's Coastal Zone Act (the DE CZMP), which prohibits
offshore bulk transfer facilities in the state's coastal zone. 10 9 On

15 U.S.C. § 717f(h) (2006).

106
07
1

Hearing Before the Subcomm. On Energy Policy, Natural Resources, and

Regulatory Affairs of the H. Comm. On Gov't Reform, 108th Cong. (2004)
(statement of Pat Wood III, Chairman, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission),
http://reform.house.gov/UploadedFiles/WoodTestimony.pdf.
108

Brief in Support of Motion to Reopen and for a Supplemental Decree, New

Jersey v. Delaware, 13 (Supreme Court to hear in 2005-2006 term), at
www.state.nj.us/lps/newsreleases05/supreme-court-papers.pdf.
10 9

Id. at 14.
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Industrial Control Board
appeal, the Delaware Coastal Zone
1 10
determination.
DNREC's
affirmed
To circumnavigate this finding under the Delaware Coastal
Zone Act, New Jersey recently sought Supreme Court review of an
earlier New Jersey-Delaware controversy, which referenced a
compact established between the two states in 1905 defining state
jurisdiction of coastal boundaries. New Jersey maintains that the
1905 DE/NJ compact must be interpreted to grant New Jersey
"riparian jurisdiction" along the particular area of coastline. 11 1
Although New Jersey does not dispute the project location being
within the boundary of Delaware waters, New Jersey argues that it
nevertheless has riparian jurisdiction.' 1 2 The Supreme Court
granted New Jersey's petition and appointed a special master, who
has heard arguments and will report back this term. 113
V.

FEDERAL PRE-EMPTION IN

LNG TERMINAL SITING,

CONSTRUCTION, AND OPERATION

The federal government and state governments exercise
both separate and concurrent jurisdiction in regulating numerous
areas, particularly commerce. Interstate commerce is one significant area in which jurisprudence has attempted to define
boundaries of federal jurisdiction and state jurisdiction. Drawing
on the Supremacy Clause and Commerce Clause of the
Constitution, the federal government has historically asserted its
exclusive authority in regulating interstate commerce in waterways
as being in the interests of the nation, thus pre-empting state
jurisdiction in this field (field pre-emption).' 1 4 Nevertheless, states

l1°Id.
1 ' Id. at 9. According to the 1905 Compact, New Jersey claims riparian
jurisdiction within the "Twelve Mile Circle", roughly a 12 mile radius circle
originating at New Castle, Delaware. Id. at 1 n. 1.

1'Id. at 24-30.
113

Courtney Elko, Delaware, Jersey Argue 1905 Pact in LNG Case,

Gloucester County Times (Feb. 23, 2007).
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maintain their historic police powers to regulate issues peculiar to
local waterways as long as state laws do 5 not interfere with
1
applicable federal law (conflict pre-emption).
LNG import terminals involve the importation and
distribution of natural gas, which entail fields of commerce,
navigation, and safety. Federal and state regulation exists for each
of these fields. Using its Commerce Clause authority, Congress
enacted the Natural Gas Act (NGA) to regulate production, sale
In
and distribution of natural gas in interstate commerce."
the
in
siting
terminal
LNG
asserting federal jurisdiction in
Hackberry order, FERC based its exclusive authority on the plain
language of the NGA and also its interpretation. 1 7 In contesting
exclusive federal authority, the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) challenged FERC's interpretation of the
NGA and asserted that the Long Beach LNG terminal would only
provide natural gas for intrastate consumption."l8
Enactment of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 resolved the
controversy regarding state and federal jurisdiction over LNG
terminal siting, and the statute's passage effectively mooted
CPUC's Ninth Circuit challenge to exclusive federal jurisdiction of
LNG terminal siting." 9 Overall, the federal government has preempted state jurisdiction in regulating commerce, navigation, and

114

Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. 1 (1824).

'" Cooley v. Board of Wardens of Port of Philadelphia ex rel. Soc. For Relief of

Distressed Pilots, 12 How. 299, 13 L.Ed. 996 (1852).
116

Natural Gas Act of 1938, Pub. L. No. 75-688, 52 Stat. 821 (codified in 15

U.S.C. §§ 717-717z).
1H7 See

Dynegy LNG Production Terminal L.P., 97 FERC

61,231, 62,053-54

(Nov. 21, 2001).
18 Californians

for Affordable Renewable Energy and CA Pub. Utilities

Comm'n v. Fed. Energy Reg. Comm'n, No. 04-73650, 04-75240 (9th Cir. July
23, 2004) (dismissed Oct., 2005).
119 CPUC and FERC Agree to Drop LNG Case, INSIDE FERC (Oct. 2005).
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safety related to LNG terminals. 120 States do retain authority to
regulate navigational concerns peculiar to the waterway and certain
environmental impacts (water and air discharges), as noted above.
However, authority to regulate LNG import terminals now resides
largely with the federal government.
Energy Policy Act of 2005

A.

On August 8, 2005, Congress enacted the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (EPAct 2005), a lengthy statute containing diverse
provisions affecting energy. 12' The final statute granted exclusive
jurisdiction to FERC for the siting, construction and operation of
LNG terminals.122 In addition to granting exclusive federal
jurisdiction, EPAct 2005 clarified the state role in FERC's safety
and environmental review of on-shore LNG terminal applications
20

Notwithstanding the federal preemption evidenced in the Energy Policy Act

of 2005, several state and local governments have enacted or considered
legislation that would prevent LNG terminal construction or LNG tanker traffic
within their jurisdictions. See, e.g., An Act Relating to Public Utilities, 2007
R. I. Pub. Laws ch. 565, §§ 1-2 (Rhode Island law effectively prohibiting LNG
tanker traffic by creating exclusion zones from common structures, such as
piers); An Act Concerning Oil Refineries and Liquefied Natural Gas Facilities,
Bill No. 71-06, Baltimore Co. Council, Md. (approved June 19, 2006) (County
act amending county zoning regulations to prohibit the construction of an LNG
terminal within 5 miles of a residential zone), http://www.baltimore
countycouncil.org/pastlegis06.htm (scroll down to 71-06 link). See also Press
Release - Suffolk County Executive, County Legislators to Introduce Legislation
to Prohibit Construction of Floating LNG Facility Off North Shore,
http://www.co.suffolk.ny.us/pressreleasesarch.cfm?dept=- I9&thisyear=2006
(scroll down to June 13, 2006 link) (Introducing a bill in the Suffolk County
legislature prohibiting the construction of LNG facilities within waters of Long
Island Sound, based on an 1881 New York law extending jurisdiction to Suffolk
County). A federal judge found the Baltimore County act and regulations to be
pre-empted by the EPAct 2005. AES Sparrows Point LNG, LLC et al., v. James
T. Smith, Jr., et al., No. RDB-06-2478, slip op at 2, 14-22 (D. Md. Jan. 23,
2007), http://www.mdd.uscourts.gov/Opinionsl52/Opinions/AESMemoOp.pdf.
The long-term viability of the Rhode Island enactment and Suffolk County
legislation remain to be seen, as judicial contests are likely.
121

Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-58, 119 Stat. 594 (2005).

122 §

311(c)(2) (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b(e)(1)).
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and reserved certain rights to states.123 EPAct 2005 exemplifies
field pre-emption by the federal government in regulating LNG
terminal siting, construction, and operation.
Section 311(c)(1) amends NGA section 3 to provide
FERC exclusive authority to review applications "for the siting,
14
construction, expansion, or operation of an LNG terminal."' '
Section 31 1(c)(2) reserves states' right to administrate the CZMA,
CAA, and CWA. 125 EPAct 2005 requires FERC to implement a
"pre-filing" procedure for terminal applications which encourages
applicant cooperation with state and local officials. 126 States must
designate an agency to consult with FERC on state and local safety
considerations during application review. 127 The state agency may
provide an advisory report to FERC on safety issues, to which
FERC must respond.1 28 In addition, states may conduct safety
inspections of operating LNG terminals to evaluate facility
conformance with federal regulations. 129 The LNG terminals
emergency response plan must include consultation with state and
local officials.
Section 313(a) designates FERC as lead agency in coordinating federal authorizations and NEPA review.13' Federal

Id. (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b(d)).

123

12 4 Id.

(adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b(e)(1)).

Id. (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b(d)(1),(2), (3)).

25

§ 311(d). (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b3A(a)). See Pre-filing procedures and

126

review process for LNG terminal facilities and other natural gas facilities prior
to filing of applications, 49 C.F.R. § 157.21 (2006).
12 7

Id. (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b3A(b)).

12 8

1Id. (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b3A(c)).

12 9 Id.
130

(adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b3A(d)).

Id. (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717b3A(e)).

131 §

313(a) (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717n(b)(1)).
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authorizations are defined to include "other approvals as may be
required under Federal law [related to an application]", thus
including CZMA approval and CWA and CAA permits.' 32 State
agencies that consider aspects of a terminal application must
cooperate with FERC and comply with FERC-established deadlines. 133 EPAct 2005 provides for a minimum of three "federalstate" forums to foster dialogue and promote public education on
federal and state siting and permitting processes, federal safety
amends
regulations, and response strategies. 134 EPAct 2005 also
135
NGA.
the
of
provisions
penalty
and
review
the judicial
While considering EPAct 2005, members in both houses of
Congress proposed amendments to increase state authority in LNG
terminal siting. The Castle-Markey amendment proposed to
remove exclusive federal jurisdiction, but this amendment was
rejected 237-194.136 Senators Feinstein (CA) and Snowe (ME)
first proposed legislation to amend the Natural Gas Act to grant
states concurrent review with FERC for siting LNG terminals and
allowing states to adopt stricter safety standards for LNG pipeline
facilities. 137 After referral to the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources, no further action was taken on the bill. 13' After
the Senate received the energy bill from the House (H.R. 6),
Senators Feinstein, Snowe, and others proposed an amendment
allowing state governors to veto or attach conditions to FERC-

32

Id. (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717n(a)(2)).

131

Id. (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717n(b)(2)).

134

§ 317.

1'

§ 313(b), § 314 (amending 15 U.S.C. §§ 717(r)(d), 717(t)).

'

136

151

Cong. Rec. 2431 (Apr. 21, 2005).

Amendment No. 30 by

Representatives Castle (DE), Markey (MA), Shays (CT), and Andrews (NJ).
137

See 151 Cong Rec S 5580 (May 20, 2005).

13' 2005

Bill Tracking S. 1090 (LEXIS).
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authorized terminals. 139 This amendment was also rejected 5245.140

B.

CoastalNavigation and Operations

Congress significantly defined federal jurisdiction in
waterways safety and navigation by enacting the Ports and
Waterways Safety Act of 1972 (PWSA). 14 1 The statute aimed to
improve navigation and vessel safety, protect the marine
environment, and increase port safety and security. 142 The PWSA
allowed the USCG to require vessel traffic control systems,
regulate vessel routing, prescribe safety equipment requirements,
establish safety zones, implement operator licensing, and control
vessel movement in hazardous areas or adverse conditions. 143 The
PWSA also directed the Secretary of "the department in which the
Coast Guard is operating" (then USDOT) to establish regulations
for the design, construction, alteration, repair, maintenance, and
operation of vessels carrying bulk liquid cargoes of oil, flammable
or combustible substances, or hazardous polluting substances. 4
In amending the PWSA, the Port and Tanker Safety Act of
1978 (PTSA) further expanded federal authority in regulating vessel
operation in waterways and the safety of vessels carrying hazardous
cargoes. 145 The PTSA highlighted the need for advance planning in
developing adequate protective measures and continued consultation
139 Amendment No. 841, 151 Cong. Rec. S6980-81 (daily ed. June 22, 2005).
140

Id. at 6992.

141 Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-340, 86 Stat. 424
(codified as amended in scattered sections of 33 U.S.C. §§ 1221-36).
142Id. (as
43

1

amended in 33 U.S.C. § 1221).

Id. § 101 (codified at 33 U.S.C. §§ 1223-1225).

144 Id. § 201.

Port and Tanker Safety Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-474, 92 Stat. 1471
(codified as amended in scattered sections of 33 U.S.C.).
145
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with other federal and state agencies, as well as affected users and
the public. 116 The PTSA also reserved the right of states to
147
prescribe higher safety standards or equipment requirements.
The Supreme Court has upheld federal pre-emption in
regulating coastal navigation and operations. When the state of
Washington first regulated oil tankers traveling in Puget Sound, the
Court held in Ray v. Atlantic Richfield Co. that Washington's
regulations were pre-empted by the PWSA's establishment of a
"uniform federal regime" of design and construction standards for
such vessels. 148 The Court held Congress clearly intended to
regulate this aspect of vessel design, thus exemplifying field preemption. 149 The Court did uphold Washington's requirement of
tugboat assistance to such tankers, because this requirement was
peculiar to a local waterbody and did not interfere with federal
authority. 150 After Congress enacted the Oil Pollution Act of 1990,
Washington again enacted regulations on oil tankers, which the
Court again reviewed in United States v. Locke.' 5 1 The Court held
pre-empted by the
that Washington's regulations were mostly
152
reasoning.
its
of
much
in
PWSA, citing Ray
Congress further increased port security measures by
enacting the Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002
(MTSA).153 Largely focusing on terrorist attacks, the MTSA
requires certified security plans for vessels and port facilities
146

Id. § 2 (codified at 33 U.S.C. § 122 1(d)).

147

Id. (codified at 33 U.S.C. § 1225(b)).

148

Ray v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 435 U.S. 151, 98 S. Ct. 988, 55 L. Ed. 2d 179

(1978).
149

50

Id. at 163-68.
Id. at 179.

'5'

U.S. v. Locke, 529 U.S. 89, 120 S. Ct. 1135, 146 L. Ed. 2d 69 (2000).

15 2

Id. at 112-17.

Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-295, 116
Stat. 2064 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 33 U.S.C. §§ 1501-24).
153
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considered at high risk of a security incident.' 54 Through
implementing revised security procedures, United States ports and
waterways could achieve the international standard, the International Code for the Security of Ships and Port Facilities (ISPS).
The MTSA notably extended the Deepwater Port Act to include
natural gas imports to deepwater port facilities, thus allowing
federal regulation of offshore LNG terminals.15 5 As noted above,
the Maritime Administration and United States Coast Guard now
administer the siting, construction, and operation of offshore LNG
terminals. Offshore LNG terminals are also now classified as a
"new source" for purposes of the CAA and the CWA. 56
'
The MTSA facilitates LNG terminal development by
amending the DPA to allow for multiple application filings within
157
an application area, which the DPA formerly prohibited.
Consistent with this provision, numerous competing offshore LNG
terminal applications are now being made within areas of
interest. 158 The MTSA also enhances federal agency discretion by
eliminating DPA's previous requirements to prioritize state and
evaluating
competing
considerations
in
environmental
1
59
Adjacent coastal states may impose reasonable
applications.
fees upon the terminal to recover economic, administrative, or
environmental costs for facilities associated with a deepwater port,
e.g., pipelines,
on-shore terminals. 16 These fees may not exceed
61
the costs.

114

§ 102(a) (adding 46 U.S.C. § 70103).

115

Pub. L. No. 107-295, § 106(a), (b) (amending 33 U.S.C. §§ 1502(9),(13)).

156

Pub. L. No. 107-295, § 106(b)(2) (amending 33 U.S.C. § 1502(9)(D)).

157

Pub. L. No. 107-295, § 106(c)(1) (adding 33 U.S.C. § 1504(d)(4)).

158Examples

include applications at the mouth of the Columbia River, outside

Boston Harbor, and near the Maine-Canada border.
"59 Pub. L. No. 107-295, § 106(c)(2) (adding 33 U.S.C. § 1504(i)(4)).
160

Pub. L. No. 107-295, § 106(g) (amending 33 U.S.C. § 1504(h)(2)).
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C.

LNG Terminal Safety Criteria

Before 1976, no federal safety regulations for LNG
facilities existed. 162 Between 1976 and 1980, the federal government adopted organization standard ANSI/NFPA 59A as the
required safety standard for LNG facilities, as well as existing
federal pipeline safety standards in 40 C.F.R. 192.1 6 In 1979,
Congress determined that specific safety standards were needed for
LNG facilities. 164 The Secretary of Transportation subsequently
enacted standards in 49 C.F.R. 193.165 Part 193 provides safety
standards at LNG facilities for the following areas: siting requirements, construction, operation, equipment, operations, maintenance, personnel qualifications and training, fire protection, and
security. 166 The Research and Special Programs Administration
(RSPA), which administers DOT's pipeline safety programs,
193 regulations in 2000 to incorporate revisions to
revised the Part
67
1
59A.
NFPA
Pursuant to the PWSA, the USCG promulgated separate
standards for LNG terminals in 33 C.F.R. 127.168 The scope of

161

162

Id.
Pipeline Safety: Incorporation of Standard NFPA 59A in the Liquefied

Natural Gas Regulations, 65 Fed. Reg. 10950, 10951 (Mar. 1, 2000).
163

Id.; Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by Pipeline: Minimum Federal

Safety Standards, 49 C.F.R. 192 (2006).
164

Pub. L. No. 96-129, § 152, 93 Stat. 989, 999-1001 (1979) (adding 49 U.S.C.

§ 1674a and amending 49 U.S.C. §§ 1671-1672, 1675-1677; recodified at 49
U.S.C. § 60103 and scattered sections of 49 U.S.C. §§ 60101-60120).
165Liquefied

Natural Gas Facilities: Federal Safety Standards, 49 C.F.R. § 193

(2006).
166 Id.
167

Id. See also Pipeline Safety: Incorporation of Standard NFPA 59A in the

Liquefied Natural Gas Regulations, 65 Fed. Reg. 10950 (Mar. 1, 2000).
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these standards resembles Part 193 but apply to the terminal
loading/unloading facilities and equipment up until the first valve
outside the LNG storage tank. In 1995, the Coast Guard amended
Part 127 to also include liquefied hazardous gases (LHG). 16 9 In its
final rule announcement, the USCG expressly notes that the rule
only sets minimal safety standards for facilities transferring LHG in
bulk and that state and local governments may set "higher standards
where necessary for local conditions."' 170 Such language, which
USCG had titled "federalism" in its rule announcement, suggests
that USCG recognized strong state interests in regulating safety.
In addition to facility standards, federal safety standards are
prescribed for waterways navigation. The Coast Guard implements safety regulations pursuant to the PWSA affecting vessel
security
and facility operations.17 The USCG defines safety and
1 72
terminals.
import
LNG
including
areas,
zones for specific
D.

Executive Branch Actions

In its report to the President, the NEPDG recommended
that agency review of energy-related projects be rationalized and
168

Liquefied Natural Gas Waterfront Facilities, 53 Fed. Reg. 3370 (Feb. 5,

1988); Waterfront Facilities Handling Liquefied Natural Gas and Liquefied
Hazardous Gas, 33 C.F.R. § 127 (2006).
169

Waterfront Facilities Handling Liquefied Hazardous Gas, 60 Fed. Reg. 39788

(Aug. 3, 1995) (to be codified at 33 C.F.R. pt. 127).
170

Id. at 39793-94.

171See Title 33, Subchapter P "Ports and Waterways Safety"; see-e.g., Ports and
Waterways Safety, 33 C.F.R. § 160; Vessel Traffic Management, 33 C.F.R. §

161; Navigation Safety Regulations, 33 C.F.R. § 164; Regulated Navigation
Areas and Limited Access Areas, 33 C.F.R. § 165; Escort Requirements for
Certain Tankers, 33 C.F.R. § 168. See also U.S. Coast Guard, Guidance on
Assessing the Suitability of a Waterway for Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
Marine Traffic, NAVIGATION AND VESSEL INSPECTION CIRCULAR No. 05-05,
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/gm/nvic/index00.htm.
172

See Navigation and Navigable Waters, 33 C.F.R. § 165.110 (2006)

(specifying safety/security zones for LNG tanker transit in Boston harbor en

route to Distrigas LNG terminal in Everett, MA).
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expedited.173 Two days after the report's release, the President
implemented NEPDG's recommendation by issuing Executive
Order 13212 to expedite permit review for energy-related
projects. 174 The order required affected agencies to expedite
review of energy-related projects or activities while maintaining
safety and environment protections. 175 The order also convened a
Task Force of executive agency representatives chaired by the
Council on Environmental Quality chairman to monitor and assist
agencies in expediting permit review and accelerate project
completion. 176 Towards the end of his first term, the White House
Energy Task Force coordinated an interdepartmental agreement
facilitating deepwater port licensing. 77 A few months later,
President Bush issued Executive Order 13366 to coordinate federal
activities related to ocean matters. 178 The order convened a
committee of department heads and others to advise the President
on ocean matters, focusing on environmental areas rather than
energy concerns. 179 The interagency agreement among FERC,
DOT RSPA, and the USCG also facilitates agency coordination
during application review.' 80 The agreement delineates agency

173

NAT'L ENERGY POLICY DEV. GROUP, supra note 22, at 3-13.

174

Exec. Order No. 13,212, 66 Fed. Reg. 28,357 (May 18, 2001).

175

Id. at § 2.

176

Id. at § 3.

Memorandum of Understanding Related to the Licensing of Deepwater Ports
Licensing, May 2004, http://www.etf.energy.gov/htmls/activities.html.
177

178

Exec. Order No. 13,366, 66 Fed. Reg. 76,591 (Dec. 17, 2004).

Id. See generally Pew Oceans Committee, America's Living Oceans, May,
2003, http://www.pewtrusts.org/pdf/envpew oceansfinal report.pdf (Executive
Order was in response to recommendations stated in this report).
179

180

Interagency Agreement Among the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,

United States Coast Guard, and the Research and Special Programs
Administration for the Safety and Security Review of Waterfront Import/Export
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responsibilities in order to affect prompt review, minimize
duplication, and improve communication. Though their overall
impact is not known, the interagency consultation implemented by
some of these executive orders may indeed expedite permitting of
LNG terminals, particularly after EPAct's grant of federal
jurisdiction to FERC.
New York Statute on LNG Terminal Siting and Operation

E.

As domestic LNG imports and LNG usage developed in the
1970's, New York enacted the Liquefied Natural and Petroleum
Gas Act (LNPGA) to promote safe siting of LNG facilities. 18 1 The
LNGPA required New York's environmental agency, the New
York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC) to permit and inspect facilities and to establish criteria
for facility siting, product transportation (with NYSDOT), and fire
training. 182 However, the implementing regulations were never
promulgated because of an accident at a Staten Island LNG storage
facility in 1977. In response to this accident, New York placed a
moratorium on new LNG facilities which was not lifted until
1999.183 Presently, New York prohibits new LNG facilities for
cities with populations greater than one million.' 8 4 The LNGPA
or property damage caused
places strict liability for any personal
85
release.'
LNG
by an accidental
During congressional deliberation of EPAct 2005, and in
the wake of the Broadwater application for a floating LNG
Liquefied Natural Gas Facilities, Feb. 11, 2004, http://www.ferc.gov/industries/
lng/safety/reports/2004-interagency.pdf.
181

1976 N.Y. Laws chapter 892 page no. 1-10, amended by N.Y. Envtl.

Conserv. Law §§ 23-1701 to -1727 (McKinney 1999).
82

Id. at §§ 23-1707, 1709, 1713, 1715, 1717.

183Id. at § 23-1719 (1).
184 Provision is effective until 2007.
85

' d.at § 23-1717 (8).
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terminal in Long Island Sound, state senator James Wright
proposed legislation amending the LNGPA. 186 Senator Wright
presently chairs the state energy and telecommunications
committee. Senate Bill 5675 retains the LNGPA's structure but
acknowledges FERC's participation in reviewing LNG terminal
applications. Nevertheless, the bill retains state requirements for
registration and adherence to procedures in the State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA). 187 The bill also
proposes local government participation in the review process.
Because Congress has evidenced intent to regulate the
siting of LNG terminals, provisions of New York's LNGPA and
proposed revisions are likely pre-empted. Hence, state permitting
requirements and other standards (if these are promulgated) are
nullified by field pre-emption. Conceivably, this also extends to
New York's moratorium on locations with population greater than
one million, thus allowing applicants to now propose such
locations to FERC. However, LNGPA's strict liability provision
should not be pre-empted. The court in Locke, cited above,
recognized that federal regulatory schemes such as the PWSA
might preserve to states the ability to impose liability, such as for
pollution.' 88 Examples of such savings clauses are found in OPA
of 1990.189
VI.

INFLUENCING LNG TERMINAL SITING THROUGH CZMA
CONSISTENCY DETERMINATIONS

Methodsfor States to Affect LNG Terminal Siting

A.

As Congress debated LNG jurisdiction in enacting EPAct
2005, FERC asserted that states would retain "veto power" over

186

Liquefied Natural Gas Regulatory Act of 2005.

Legis. Sess.,
87
188

189

2 2 8th

S. 5675, 2005-06 Ann.

Sess. (N.Y. 2005).

Id. at §§ 23-1711, 1713.
U.S. v. Locke, 529 U.S. 89, 105-6, 120 S. Ct. 1135, 146 L. Ed. 2d 69 (2000).

d.
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LNG terminal siting. In describing state authority for LNG siting,
James Wood, III, then-chair of FERC, stated that states could
"veto" LNG terminals through the state review of Clean Air Act
and Clean Water Act permits and Coastal Zone Management Act
approvals '"°.
As described above, much of the CAA and CWA
permitting for the discharges associated with new LNG terminals
is straightforward. Compared to other land-based industrial facilities or marine operations, the discharges to air and water from
LNG terminals are typically low in volume and consist of
conventional pollutants. Admittedly, certain processes, such as the
open-loop regasification process, can discharge large quantities of
process water containing chlorine or chlorinated byproducts.
However, terminal applicants are shifting to designs that produce
less direct environmental impacts, such as closed-loop processes.
Also, impacts associated with facility construction, such as
excavating contaminated seabeds, may release pollutants; but these
impacts only resemble construction impacts produced by other
commercial uses, such as installing energy pipelines or
communication cables.
The review and approval of LNG terminal discharges and
impacts through CAA and CWA permitting and CZMA approvals
is likely no different in scope and outcome than the review of other
proposed projects. Although retaining agency discretion, states
must demonstrate a rational basis for permit decisions based on the
record and consistent with administrative procedures. With such
requirements, and given the conventional characteristics of the
discharges, it does not appear that states can simply "veto" a
proposed LNG terminal through CAA, CWA, or CZMA
permitting, as asserted by former Commissioner Wood. For
example, despite intense public, local and state political opposition
to the Weaver's Cove terminal, the applicant still obtained the
needed permits from the state of Massachusetts.
Also, in evaluating a deepwater port approval, a state
governor would unlikely exercise an outright veto for a proposed
190

See FERC Commissioner Pat Wood, III, correspondence to Sen. Feinstein in

CONG.

REC., supra note 4, at S6982-83.
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terminal because of the state's real need to increase natural gas
supply. 191 The DPA, however, does not allow a state governor to
impose permit conditions on a project but only to consult with
USCG and provide either final approval or denial of the project.
States may yet be able to influence terminal siting and
design by some available means. States may influence environmental considerations of proposed facilities such as air or water
impacts. In contrast, safety considerations appear precluded by
EPAct 2005. In order to address environmental impacts, states
may propose preferred alternatives for the proposed project
through the state CZMA consistency determinations.
Although not discussed in this paper, other mechanisms to
influence LNG terminals may exist. Using section 401 water
quality certifications, states may try to impose conditions beyond
the discharge requirements associated with permitting.' 92 By
adopting strict liability requirements or other remedies, states may
also affect terminal development.193 States could also explore
using public trust authority to shape terminal development. 19 Of
course, as provided in EPAct 2005, the states may consult with

'91 After approving several LNG terminals, Louisiana Governor Kathleen
Babineaux Blanco exercised authority under the Deepwater Ports Act to veto the
LNG terminal proposed by Freeport McMoran LLC because of its proposed use
of open-rack vaporization. See May 5, 2006 Letter from Hon. Kathleen B.
Blanco to Acting Deputy Maritime Administrator and Chief Counsel Julie A.
Nelson, at http://www.gov.state.la.us (follow "Press Releases" link to Archives
and locate May 5, 2006 press release). Shortly after Gov. Blanco's veto,
Freeport McMoran LLC revised the LNG terminal design to utilize submerged
combustion vaporization rather than the open-loop process. Andrea James,
ConocoPhilips Reluctant to Change LNG Plan, MOBILE REGISTER, May 31,
2006, http://www.al.com/specialreport/mobileregister/index.ssflng/lng 118.html
(last visited Aug. 31, 2006).
192

See Am. Rivers v. Fed. Energy Reg. Comm'n, 129 F.3d 99 (2d Cir. 1997).

193

See Augustine, supra note 8.

194

See generally

DAVID C. SLADE ET AL.,

PUTTING THE PUBLIC TRUST

DOCTRINE TO WORK (David C. Slade ed., Coastal States Org. 1990); JACK H.
ARCHER ET AL., THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE AND THE MANAGEMENT OF
AMERICA'S COASTS (Univ. of Mass. Press 1994).
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evaluation of facility applications and
FERC or USCG during their195
provide advisory comments.
B.

State Approval of CZMA Consistency

As noted above, through the CZMA section 307
consistency determinations, states may evaluate proposed projects
for consistency with the state's CZMp.1 96 In evaluating a proposed
LNG terminal for consistency with the state's CZMP, a state
should look broadly at project impacts within the coastal zone. If
the project is objectionable as proposed, the state may reject the
proposal and propose alternatives that conform to the CZMP or
attach conditions to the certification.
The effects of a proposed LNG terminal on a state's coastal
zone are plainly both economic and environmental, particularly for
terminals within state waters. In one form or another, each state's
CZMP requires consideration of these factors in determining and
prioritizing permissible uses in the coastal zone. 19 7 Coastal zone
effects from an LNG terminal could include impacts upon
commercial and recreational fishing and navigation due to
exclusion zones and also impacts to marine life and other species
during and after installation.198
Before the 1990 CZMA amendments, courts differed in
concluding what type of effects may be reviewed for CZMP
consistency. In evaluating impacts from Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS) leases, the district court in Kean v. Watt concluded that
CZMA section 307(c)(3)(A) did not include activities which only
produced economic effects rather than physical (environmental)

195

196

Energy Policy Act of 2005, § 311 (d), 119 Stat. 594.
16 U.S.C. § 1456(c)(3)(A) (2006); see also Cal. v. Norton, 311 F.3d 1162,

1172 (2002).
197

16 U.S.C. § 1455(d)(2) (2006).

198 BROADWATER ENERGY, BROADWATER PROJECT DESCRIPTION

31-33 (Nov.

2004), at http://www.broadwaterenergy.org under "Project Documentation" link
in Document Library (last viewed on Dec. 23, 2005).
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harm within the state coastal zone. 199 The court in Conservation
Law Foundaton v. Watt concluded otherwise, finding Congress
intended to include social and esthetic effects as well as economic
impacts. 200 Moreover, in finding that the Secretary of Interior had
failed to properly substantiate his finding of consistency with
Massachusetts CZMP for a proposed OCS lease, the court stated
not
that the federal agency has the burden of proving consistency,
20 2
20 1 Other courts have not shared this view.
the state.
The 1990 CZMA amendments clarified the discrepancy
and strengthened the reach of state review by expressly noting in
section 307(c)(3)(A) that federal (or federally-permitted) activities
in or outside of the state's coastal zone are subject to the state's
consistency review if the activity affects any land or water use or
natural resource of the coastal zone.20 3 With this amendment,
Congress reversed a trend initiated by the Supreme Court in
Secretary of Interior v. California,464 U.S. 312 (1984), that state
CZMA consistency review only applied to federal activities
occurring within the state's coastal zone. 204 Legislative history for
the 1990 amendments indicates that the effects are either direct or

199Kean v. Watt, 13 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 20618, 20625 (D.N.J.
Sept. 7, 1982) rev'd on other grounds sub nom., Kean v. Clark, 14 Envtl. L.

Rep. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 20427 (1 1 1hCir. Feb. 27, 1984).
200

Conservation Law Found. v. Watt, 560 F. Supp. 561, 575 (D.Mass. 1983),

aff'd sub nom. Massachusetts v. Watt, 716 F.2d 946 (1s Cir. 1983).
201

Id. at 576.

202

See e.g., Louisiana v. Lujan, 777 F. Supp. 486, 489 (E.D. La. 1991). See

generally Martin J. LaLonde, Allocating the Burden of Proofto Effectuate the
Preservation and Federalism Goals of the Coastal Zone Management Act, 92
MICH. L. REV. 438 (1992) (arguing that policy of the CZMA statute supports
placing the burden of proof on the federal agency in a consistency dispute).
203

Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-

508, § 6208(b), 104 Stat. 1388-307 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §
1456(c)(3)(A) (2000)).
204

JOSEPH KALO, ET AL., COASTAL AND OCEAN LAW--CASES AND MATERIALS

211-14 (2d ed. 2002).
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indirect in time and place and reasonably foreseeable.2" 5 NOAA's
the reasonably foreseeable
revised CZMA regulations implement
20 6
effects.
coastal
evaluate
to
standard
The 1990 amendments balanced this tilt to state power by
allowing a Presidential exemption for federal agency activities that
are inconsistent with a state's CZMP if the activity is deemed to be
in the "paramount interest" of the United States (federal
applicants). 20 ' The 1990 amendments also retained the previously
existing "override" procedure by the Secretary of Commerce,
allowing the Secretary to overturn a state's objection during a
consistency determination for federally-permitted or licensed
activities (i.e., non-federal applicants). During such consistency
appeals to the Secretary, the petitioner carries the burden of proof
to show that a preponderance of the evidence exists to satisfy the
override of a state's consistency
grounds for 20Secretarial
8
determination.
In addition to an outright objection during a consistency
determination, a state may issue a "conditional concurrence" of the
applicant's certification. 20 9 The conditions identified by the state
modify the applicant's proposal to ensure that the project will
achieve consistency with the state's CZMP. 2 The applicant and

205

DONNA R. CHRISTIE

&

RICHARD

MANAGEMENT LAW IN A NUTSHELL

G.

HILDRETH, COASTAL AND OCEAN

78-79 (2d ed., 1999).

206

15 C.F.R. § 930.1 1(g) (2006).

207

Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990. Pub. L. No. 101-

508, § 6208(a), 104 Stat. 1388-307 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §
1456(c)(1)(B) (2000)).
208

KALO ET AL.,

supra note 204, at 250 (citing U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF

COMMERCE, IN THE DRILLING DISCHARGE CONSISTENCY APPEAL OF MOBIL OIL
EXPLORATION & PRODUCING SOUTHEAST, INC. FROM AN OBJECTION BY THE
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA (1994)).
209

15 C.F.R. § 930.4.

See also Coastal Zone Management Act Federal

Consistency Regulations, 65 Fed. Reg. 77124, 77127-28 (Dec. 8, 2000)
(describing state use of conditional concurrences).
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reviewing federal agency must incorporate the identified
211
conditions into the applicant's activity or permit (license).
Otherwise the concurrence is treated as an objection.2 12 By issuing
a conditional concurrence rather than an objection, the state may
try to present a more positive, cooperative approach to the
applicant. 2 13 However, issuing a conditional concurrence does not
allow a state to retain enforcement authority. 21 4 Only a consistency objection allows states such authority. 2 15 States present a
more decisive, defined response to an applicant by issuing an
objection with acceptable alternatives rather than a conditional
concurrence.216
Two recent consistency appeals to the Secretary of
Commerce ("Secretary") highlight the reach of state influence
during consistency determinations. The standards and reasoning
provided by the Secretary in the appeals are useful for considering
what types of state determinations will "stick", thus upholding
state authority. The appeals are also instructive for forecasting
LNG terminal consistency determinations or appeals because both
appeals involve submerged natural gas pipelines, which many
LNG terminals will utilize.
In the Millennium consistency appeal, Millennium Pipeline
Company appealed New York's objection to Millennium's
proposed natural gas pipeline along a route approved by FERC
which crossed the Hudson River and terminated north of New
York City. The Secretary upheld New York's objection, finding
that Millennium did not meet its burden in proving that the
pipeline route alternatives proposed by New York were
210

15 C.F.R. § 930.4(a)(1) (2006).

211

15 C.F.R. § 930.4(a)(2) (2006).

212

15 C.F.R. § 930.4(b) (2006).

213

CZMA Regulations, 65 Fed. Reg. 77124, 77127-128 (Dec. 8, 2000).

214

Id.

2 15

Id. at 77127-128.

at 77128.
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unreasonable or not available. 2 17 In the Islander East consistency
appeal, Islander East Pipeline Company appealed Connecticut's
objection to its proposed subsea pipeline across Long Island Sound
between Connecticut and eastern Long Island, New York. 218 The
Secretary exercised the section 307(c)(3)(A) override procedure to
overturn Connecticut's objection, finding that Connecticut failed to
provide a reasonable, available alternative to Islander East's
proposal. These two appeals are briefly described below.
Millennium Pipeline Consistency Appeal

C.

In its appeal, Millennium raised procedural and substantive
issues regarding New York's objection. The Secretary dismissed
Millennium's procedural objection, finding that New York
objected to Millennium's consistency certification in a timely
manner. 2 19 The Secretary then evaluated Millennium's request for
a secretarial override using the two prong test in CZMA section
307(c)(3)(A): Ground I - Consistency with the Objectives of the
CZMA, and Ground II - Necessary in the Interest of National
Security. 22 According to the NOAA's revised CZMA regulations
(Dec. 2000), a proposed federally-permitted (or licensed) activity
satisfies Ground I if each of the following elements are met:
a) The activity furthers the national interest as articulated
in § 302 or § 303 of the Act, in a significant or
substantial manner,

2 7

1 'Decision and Findings by the U.S. Secretary of Commerce in the Consistency

Appeal of Millennium Pipeline Company, L.P. from an Objection by the State
of N~w York (Dec. 12, 2003) [hereinafter Millennium Pipeline Consistency

Appeal].
Decision and Findings by the U.S. Sec'y of Commerce in the Consistency
Appeal of Islander East Pipeline Company, L.L.C. from an Objection by the
State of Conn., 13 (2004), available at http://www.publicaffairs.noaa.gov/pdf/
islander-decision.pdf [hereinafter Islander East Consistency Appeal].
218

219

Millennium Pipeline Consistency Appeal, supra note 217, at 20.

220

Id. See also 15 C.F.R. § 930.121, 122, 130(d) (2006).
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b) The national interest furthered by the activity outweighs
the activity's adverse coastal effects, when those effects
are considered separately or cumulatively,
c) There is no reasonable alternative available which
would permit the activity to be conducted in a manner
consistent with the enforceable policies of the management program. When determining whether a reasonable alternative is available, the Secretary may consider
but is not limited to considering, previous appeal
decisions, alternatives described in objection letters and
alternatives and other new information described during
the appeal. 2
In the Millennium appeal, the Secretary found the third
element controlling and assessed whether New York's proposed
alternative in its consistency objection constituted a reasonable,
available alternative in section 930.121(c). 222 The Secretary
applied four criteria from previous consistency appeal decisions to
evaluate the existence of a reasonable, available alternative: (a)
consistency (with state's coastal management program), (b)
While the
specificity, (c) availability, and (d) reasonableness.
state has the burden to prove the consistency and specificity
criteria, the applicant has the burden to prove that the alternative is
not available or is not reasonable. 224 The availability criterion
refers to an applicant's ability to implement the alternative to
achieve the project's primary purpose. 225 The reasonableness
criterion assesses whether the alternative provides advantages to

221 15

C.F.R. § 930.121 (2006)

222 Millennium Pipeline Consistency Appeal, supra note 217, at 21.
223

Id. at 23.

225

Id. at 24.
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uses or resources that outweigh the alternative's
the state's coastal
226
increased costs.
Focusing on the availability and reasonableness criteria, the
Secretary found that Millennium did not meet its burden in
showing that New York's proposed alternatives were not available
or not reasonable. The Secretary's finding here is noteworthy
because, in portions of the project's Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) and in its appeal brief, the applicant had
vigorously contended that New York's alternatives were either
technically infeasible or prohibitively costly. In its alternatives,
New York had proposed other locations for the Hudson River
crossing in order to avoid the ecologically significant Haverstraw
Bay. 227 New York had similarly proposed alternative routes to
to a section of the Catskill-Delaware
avoid certain impacts
228
Yonkers.
in
Aqueduct
Although the Secretary acknowledged that the proposed
alternative presented construction difficulties, the Secretary found
that New York's alternative could be accomplished using existing
technologies, even if the effort would be "a more difficult, timeIn
consuming, and expensive process for Millennium." 229
supporting this conclusion, the Secretary cited an earlier
consistency appeal, in which the state's proposed alternatives to
reduce or offset the project's air pollutant emissions also posed
significant difficulties to the applicant. 230 The Secretary observed
that some of Millennium arguments were "conclusory, or non-site
226

Id.

227

Id.

228

Id. at 35.

229 Id. at
230

32.

Id. at 29 (citing Decision and Findings in the Consistency Appeal of Chevron

U.S.A, Inc. from an Objection by the Cal. Coastal Comm'n (Oct. 29, 1990)),
http://www.ogc.doc.govczma.nsf (applicant did not satisfy burden of proof to
show that difficulties in obtaining emissions offsets or utilizing cleaner
technology for a proposed OCS exploratory drilling program rendered these
alternatives unreasonable or unavailable).
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specific", thus failing to prove that New York's alternative could
not meet the availability criterion. 231 The Secretary also noted that
Millennium had not provided sufficient cost information to
The
compare New York's alternative with its proposal.232
Secretary found persuasive the comments of three federal agencies
demonstrating the environmental advantages of New York's
alternative. 233 The Secretary thus concluded that Millennium
failed to show that the costs of the state's alternative outweighed
the environmental advantages to make the project unavailable or
unreasonable.234
In evaluating an override to New York's consistency
objection according to Ground II, the Secretary applied the
standard provided in section 930.122 that "a national defense or
other national security interest would be significantly impaired
were the [proposed] activity not permitted to go forward as
proposed. '2 35 The Secretary noted that the FERC chairman and
the Department of Energy declared the Millennium project to be in
the national interest, but these general affirmations do not meet the
section 930.122 threshold of significant impairment (for project
objection). 236 Moreover, employing a different route other than
Millennium's FERC-approved route was not shown to
significantly impair a national security interest.23 7 Therefore, the
Secretary did not find the requisite information to allow an

231

Millennium Pipeline Consistency Appeal, supra note 217, at 29, 30.

232

Id. at 32, 33.

233

Id. at 33, 34 (three federal agencies were: National Marine Fisheries Service

(NMFS), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and the Army Corps of
Engineers (ACOE)).
234

Id. at 38.

235

15 C.F.R. § 930.122 (2006).

236

Millennium Pipeline Consistency Appeal, supra note 217, at 39.

237

Id. at 38.
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override on Ground II. 238 Finding that Millennium's project did
not satisfy either Ground I or Ground II, the Secretary upheld New
York's consistency objection and stated that the CZMA
consequently prohibited federal agencies from issuing permits or
licenses for the Millennium project.2 39
IslanderEast Pipeline ConsistencyAppeal

D.

The rationale for the Secretary's decision in the Islander
East appeal differed from the Millennium decision. In Islander
East, the Secretary assessed the project's potential environmental
impacts and found the impacts to be of sufficiently short duration
and extent, given Islander East's mitigating controls.2 4' The
Secretary also evaluated Connecticut's alternatives to the project
and found that these alternatives were not specific, available, or
The Secretary's assessment of Connecticut's
reasonable. 24
alternatives and contrary conclusions, as compared to the
Millennium appeal, likely stem from the difference in scope of the
state alternatives between the two projects. Whereas New York
proposed limited, well-defined alternatives in the Millennium
appeal, Connecticut proposed a complete alternative to the entire
Islander East proposal. Also, Connecticut's project alternative did
not have the requisite specificity, and the Secretary found
secondary benefits that supported Islander East's proposal.2 42
Unlike the Secretary's decision in the Millennium appeal,
which focused on a reasonable alternative, the Secretary's decision
in Islander East showed that Islander East's proposal furthered
CZMA goals in the national interest, which were not outweighed
by the project's impacts on coastal resources (the first two
238 Id. at 39.
239 Id.

240

See Islander East Consistency Appeal, supra note 218.

241

Id. at 35.

242

Id. at 37, 45-46.
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elements of Ground 1).243 The Secretary rejected Connecticut's
assertion that the project would not serve any CZMA goals, noting
that guidance accompanying NOAA's revised CZMA regulations
suggest that coastal-dependent energy facilities typically satisfy
this requirement. 244 The Secretary described the seabed impacts
associated with the pipeline construction, including water quality
impacts from sediment suspension and drilling fluid discharges as
well as impacts to shellfish and benthic communities caused by
construction equipment and pipeline installation.245 Like the
Millennium appeal, the Secretary here considered NMFS and FWS
concerns regarding impacts to aquatic species and habitat;
however, the Secretary found these impacts mitigated by Islander
246
East's proposed controls and of short duration (up to 5 years).
The Secretary stated that Islander East's project would not impact
any threatened or endangered species or pose broad impacts to
Long Island Sound.24 7 The Secretary briefly addressed cumulative
impacts, finding that the record did not contain enough information
to show that cumulative impacts would be significant.248
In evaluating Connecticut's proposed project alternatives,
the Secretary employed the criteria noted above, particularly
specificity, availability, and reasonableness. 249 Connecticut had
proposed that, rather than create a second pipeline crossing Long
Island Sound, Islander East could tap into the existing Iroquois
250
pipeline crossing the Sound and extend to an easterly location.

243

1Id. at4, 10-11.

244

Id. at 5.

245

Id. at 13-33.

246

Id. at 35.

247

Id. at 10.

24 8

Id. at 33-35.

241

Id. at 35.

250

Id. at 36.
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In fact, Iroquois had originally proposed such an extension to
FERC (albeit at a smaller gas throughput than Islander East
proposed) but withdrew its application.
In reviewing Islander
East's application, FERC cited such an extension as a project
alternative, although noting that supplemental facilities (compressors) would be necessary to achieve the capacity Islander East
desired.252
However, the Secretary criticized Connecticut's
proposed alternative as unclear and insufficient to allow Islander
East to evaluate the alternative's costs within the consistency
appeal period.253 The Secretary also found that Connecticut's
alternative was not reasonably available because Islander East may
not be able to realistically obtain Iroquois' cooperation with such
speculative FERC authority to
an alternative, notwithstanding
25 4
compel Iroquois cooperation.
Finally, the Secretary found Connecticut's alternative not
reasonable because certain secondary benefits might justify
Islander East's proposal and because the incremental
environmental benefits of Connecticut's alternative were
minimal.255 The Secretary cited an earlier consistency appeal for
the proposition that the secondary benefits of a proposed project
are a consideration in evaluating an alternative's reasonableness, in
addition to the typical comparison of costs and environmental
impacts. 256 The Secretary found Islander East's proposed pipeline
to stimulate reliability and flexibility in energy supply and to
promote pipeline competition to stimulate the economy, thus

251 Id.

252

Id. at 36-37.

253 Id. at 39.
254

Id. at 41-45.

25 Id. at 45-46.
256

Id. at 45 (citing Decision and Findings in the Consistency Appeal of

Yeamans Hall Club From an Objection by the South Carolina Coastal Council,
at 6, (Aug. 1, 1992), at http://www.ogc.doc.gov/czma).
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supporting the national interest. 257 After finding that Connecticut
failed to show a reasonable, available alternative, the Secretary
concluded that Ground I was satisfied, allowing for an override of
Connecticut's consistency objection and allowing federal
agencies
258
to issue permits or licenses for Islander East's pipeline.
E.

LNG Terminal Siting and CZMA Consistency
Determinations

Comparing the recent Millennium and Islander East
consistency appeals suggests that, using a CZMA consistency
determination, states may be able to influence an LNG terminal
design but a project "veto" under the CZMA would not be likely.
In the Islander East objection, Connecticut attempted to veto the
Islander East's cross-Long Island Sound pipeline project. On
appeal, the Secretary rejected Connecticut's veto, finding Islander
East without legal authority to implement Connecticut's proposed
alternative that avoided impacting near-shore shellfish leases.59 In
contrast, the Secretary upheld New York's objection to
Millennium's project. Where Connecticut's alternative substantially altered the applicant's proposal, New York's proposed
alternatives constituted minor, if not difficult, alterations to
Millennium's project, rather than a complete project veto.
The pipeline projects and consistency appeals bear
similarities to evaluating CZMP consistency for an LNG terminal.
A state would likely find difficulty in "vetoing" an LNG terminal
using the CZMA. In reviewing a proposed LNG terminal on
appeal, the Secretary would likely make findings similar to
Islander East's proposed pipeline regarding significant national
interest. Based exclusively on ship-borne transports of LNG, an
LNG terminal is clearly a coastal-dependent energy facility

257

See Islander East Consistency Appeal, supra note 218, at 46.

258

Id.at 49-50.

259

Id. at 48 (stating that the Connecticut alternative reduced the project subsea

pipeline by 5.5 miles).
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contemplated in CZMA section 303(2)(D), thus satisfying Ground
I's first element.26 °
Ground I's second element, whether environmental impacts
outweigh the project's importance to national interest, will greatly
depend on an LNG terminal's design and location. Concerning
location, environmental impacts will be greater if the construction
of the terminal and any associated submerged pipelines affect
threatened or endangered species. For example, the Neptune
offshore terminal in Massachusetts Bay is sited very close to the
Stellwagen national marine sanctuary. 261 The deepwater terminals
off California's coast may affect migratory grey whale
pathways. 262 Light and noise from the proposed ChevronTexaco
terminal near the Coronado Islands off the Baja California coast
may impact seabirds endangered or threatened under Mexican and
California law.263 In the Millennium and Islander East pipeline
appeals, the Secretary did consider NMFS and FWS comments in
evaluating project impacts. Such impacts could add weight in
calculating project environmental impacts. Proving cumulative
project impacts, however, would likely be difficult because this

260

15 C.F.R. § 930.121(a) (2006).
Northeast

261

Gateway,

http://www.northeastgateway.com/overview/

overview.php (last visited Nov. 4, 2006) (referring to map).
262

See California Department of Fish and Game, supra note 52; see Laetz, supra

note 54.
263

Stephen Siciliano, Coalition Petitions NAFTA Commission over Approval of

Liquid Natural Gas Project, 36 ENV'L. REP. 998 (2005); California Department

of Fish and Game, supra note 52. Upon reviewing a petition by a coalition of
environmental advocates, the Secretariat of the Commission for Environmental
Cooperation (CEC), a tri-partite organization created by NAFTA, recommended
that a factual record is warranted to ascertain whether Mexico properly followed
its own environmental review procedures in approving the construction of the
proposed LNG terminal. See Commission for Environmental Cooperation

Latest

News,

http://www.cec.org/news/details/index.cfm?varlan=english&

ID-2744 (last visited March 25, 2007). Chevron recently withdrew its plans to

proceed with the project. See Diane Lindquist, Chevron Gives Up on Building
LNG Plant, THE

SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE

(Mar.

13,

2007),

www.signonsandiego.com/uniontrib/20070313/news_lb 131ng.html.

http://
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calculation involves past, present and future coastal effects for
which there may be little data.
Facility design necessarily influences a project's
environmental impacts and overall cost. The ORV open-loop
regasification system proposed at seven Gulf of Mexico LNG
terminals is projected to save the applicant between $20-40
million in avoided natural gas expense required by the alternate
SCV closed-loop system .264 As already noted above, the openloop system has potentially severe impacts to marine ecosystems
through its intake of eggs, larvae, and icthyoplankton and its
chlorinated discharge with cold temperature. 265 Other aspects of
facility design include construction techniques for the facility and
pollution control technologies for air and water discharges, e.g.,
nitrogen oxides (NOx) controls or water intake mesh size.
Some of these facility design features may be assessed
during permitting for CAA and CWA discharges or for a CWA
section 401 certification. However, state consistency review may
still influence design. As noted in the Islander East appeal, after

264

United States Department of Transportation, The Secretary's Decision on the

Deepwater Port License Application of Gulf Landing, L.L.C. at 15, Gulf
Landing Docket No. 16860 (Feb. 16, 2005), at http://dms.dot.gov/
search/searchResultsSimple.cfm; see also David Mills & Lisa C. Schiavinato,
supra note 82. The seven proposed Gulf of Mexico LNG terminals using openloop regasification (ORV) are: Port Pelican (ChevronTexaco), Energy Bridge
(El Paso), Gulf Landing (Shell), Compass Port (ConocoPhillips), Pearl Crossing
(ExxonMobil) (now withdrawn), Bienville (TORP), and Beacon Port
(ConocoPhillips). Main Pass (Freeport McMoRan), was previously proposed as
open-loop but switched to closed-loop upon Louisiana Governor Kathleen
Blanco's veto, as described below in note 273, The regasification method for
the proposed Bienville Offshore Energy Terminal (TORP, L.P.), also in the Gulf
of Mexico, utilizes an alternative open loop process, which is touted to be more
efficient and produce less environmental impacts. See Bienville Offshore
Energy Terminal, ECO Loop Technology, http://www.bienvillelng.com/
cmtfiles/EcoLoop.php?file_id=3&linkid=66.
265

See Exponent, An Evaluation of the Approaches Used to Predict Potential

Impacts of Open Loop LNG Vaporization Systems on Fishery Resources of the
Gulf of Mexico (Nov. 2005), http://www.marad.dot.gov/dwp/research/index.asp
(link to Acrobat .pdf file) (stating that previous estimating approach
overestimates impacts).
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Connecticut objected to its project, Islander East adopted
mitigative measures to reduce marine impacts during pipeline
construction.

266

Notwithstanding their overturned consistency

objection, Connecticut denied issuing Islander East a CWA section
401 water quality certification, 267 but the Second Circuit later
found this action arbitrary and capricious.268
Proposing a reasonably available alternative according to
Ground I's third element depends on scope of the alternative, cost,
and an applicant's ability to implement the alternative.
Alternatives to a proposed LNG terminal range from modifications
to the terminal's location, design, construction, or operation to
alternative methods of delivering natural gas. As described above,
the Millennium appeal involved the former alternative type, and
the Islander appeal involved the latter. These appeals suggest that
the Secretary will favor discrete project alterations and disfavor
complete project alternatives. For an LNG terminal, a discrete
project alteration could include requiring more expensive or
difficult to implement control technologies, construction techniques or terminal and pipeline configurations. More substantial
alterations include modifying the terminal type (e.g., submerged
buoy, gravity-based structure, regasification vessels, floating
facilities, cryogenic pipelines) or significantly changing the

266

See Islander East consistency Appeal, supra note 218.

267

See FERC Policy Statement PL05-13-000,

9, at 4 (Sept. 26, 2005),

http://www.ferc.gov/EventCalendar/Files/20050926143304-PL05-13-OOO.pdf.
268

Islander East Pipeline Co. v. Conn. Dep't of Envtl. Prot., 467 F.3d 295 (2d

Cir. 2006). Islander East had originally appealed Connecticut's denial of § 401
certification in Connecticut state court, but, pursuant to § 313 of EPAct 2005, it
petitioned the Second Circuit for review of its appeal. FERC Policy Statement
PL05-13-000,, supra note 267, at 11. See also Press Release, Connecticut
Attorney General Richard Blumenthal, Department of Environmental Protection
Commissioner Gina McCarthy (Sept. 26, 2005), http://www.ct.gov/ag/cwp/
view.asp?A=1949&Q=303884 (asserting that the § 313 procedure removing
state judicial review is unconstitutional). The Second Circuit ruled against
Connecticut and remanded for Connecticut to search the administrative record to
determine if a denial of water quality certification is supported by evidence. 467
F.3d at 321
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configuration (switching from on-shore to off-shore). The most
substantial project modification is abandoning LNG importation
and using conventional natural gas transmission (importing from
Canada or Mexico or an existing pipeline).
The Secretary's reasoning in the Millennium appeal
encourages use of feasible technologies or methods to reduce
environmental impacts, even if expensive to install or difficult to
achieve. From this perspective, a reviewing state could require
closed-loop regasification systems and expensive air pollution
controls to mitigate impacts. More substantial modifications to the
terminal design may even be possible, provided that the changes
do not substantially interfere with the applicant's ability to achieve
the proposed outcome (i.e., delivery of a certain volume of natural
gas). For example, Broadwater's proposed floating terminal in
Long Island Sound might be replaced by other terminal types
located outside of the Sound. 269 In requiring such a modification,
the reviewing state, New York, would need to evaluate competing
and show that gas deliveries could be maintained
technical aspects 27
in the alternative. 0
Despite the potential to affect terminal design, Louisiana
determined several off-shore open-loop terminals to be consistent
with its CZMP. 27 1 Shortly after these determinations, environmental advocates sued MARAD for issuing a license for the Gulf
Landing open-loop terminal. 272 Louisiana's governor Kathleen

269

See

BROADWATER ENERGY

supra note 198, at 22. For example, a terminal

on an artificial island has been proposed in the Atlantic Ocean south of Long
Island. See http://www.safeharborenergy.com.
270

See id.

271

Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (LADNR) issued a consistency

determination to Energy Bridge on Sept. 18, 2003 and also to Port Pelican
(Oct. 13, 2003), Gulf Landing (Sept. 9, 2004), and Pearl Crossing (May 31,
2005). Refer to the consistency determination database on LADNR's Internet
web-site, at http://dnr.louisiana.gov/crm/coastmgt/interagencyaff/consistency/
consistency.asp (click on "Consistency Database").
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Blanco then informed the MARAD administrator of her opposition
to any further open-loop terminals. 273 Governor Blanco echoed

concerns raised in the advocates' suit, stating that the cumulative
impacts from multiple open-loop facilities in the Gulf of Mexico
could pose significant harm to marine resources.274 After being
criticized for concurring in the consistency determinations,
Governor Blanco noted that the consistency determinations had
only utilized limited criteria and her review to approve deepwater
ports would utilize broad discretion. 275 Alabama governor Bob

Riley and Mississippi governor Haley Barbour later also expressed
to MARAD their opposition to open-loop terminals for the same
reasons as Governor Blanco.
By concurring in several consistency determinations,
Louisiana appears to have missed an opportunity to utilize the

CZMA in requiring stricter controls for the off-shore open-loop
LNG terminals. 276 The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries (LADWF) noted that short review periods and

insufficient data on marine impacts prevent their office from
272
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Jamian, Maritime Administrator U.S. Department of Transportation (May 17,
2005),
http://www.gov.state.la.us/index.cfm?md=newsroom&tmp=detail&
catID=l&articleID=661&navID=3; See also Letter from Kathleen B. Blanco,
Governor, State of Louisiana, to Julie A. Nelson, Acting Deputy Maritime
Administrator and Chief, supra note 191.
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Picayune (July 8, 2005), at 12 (letter from Gov. Blanco).
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77
thoroughly evaluating the terminals' impacts to fisheries.
LADWF requested increased consultation with MARAD and other
federal agencies during LNG terminal review to promote
development of baseline and post-construction monitoring,
278
adaptive management plans and mitigative measures.
LADWF's concerns and proposed methodologies should be
included in future consistency determinations for other proposed
LNG terminals. MARAD has partially addressed LADWF's
proposal by requiring a three year pre-construction monitoring
period as a license condition for Shell's Gulf Landing terminal. 279
Substantial modifications to a proposed LNG terminal,
such as replacing LNG importation with conventional natural gas
transmission, would not likely be considered a reasonable,
available alternative in a consistency appeal. Similar to the
Islander East appeal, the legal authority required by this type of
modification probably exceeds the applicant's available authority.
An applicant would likely need to collaborate with other,
unanticipated corporate entities to gain the needed cooperation for
developing new energy sources or expanding existing pipeline
infrastructure. Although in the Islander East Appeal Connecticut
suggested FERC could order owners of existing pipelines to allow
access ("open-access"), the necessary cooperation and additional
approvals needed
probably exceed an applicant's capability and are
28 0
realistic.
not
Regarding Ground II in consistency appeals, the Secretary
would likely not overturn a state's objection to a proposed LNG
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(March 29, 2005), http://www.gov.state.la.us/index.cfm?md=newsroom&tmp=
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terminal because of national defense issues or national security
objectives.
Although the importance of energy supply and
diversifying energy sources to the national interest is not disputed,
the Ground II standard requires a significant impairment to
national defense or national security in order to override the state's
objection. 28 Denial of an applicant's proposed terminal would
likely not rise to this level of impairment.
F.

Suggested Practices for States Conducting Consistency
Determinations

To improve quality of consistency determinations for an
LNG terminal, a reviewing state can implement several practices.
The state should communicate early with the licensing or
permitting federal agency to ensure correct and accurate interpretation of its coastal zone policy, especially if any conditions are
included in the state's concurrence. The state must be mindful of
the requisite review periods because failure to adhere to statutory
periods can be a procedural bar during a consistency appeal. As
noted above, states have found consistency determinations for
terminals challenging because new technologies are employed and
environmental impacts may be uncertain. 282 Moreover, EPAct
2005 prescribes that the federal licensing agency's record shall
become the record for CZMA consistency appeals; therefore, a
state should ascertain whether the agency's record includes all of
its comments and reasoning. 283 EPAct
2005 also prescribes
2 84
Appeals.
CZMA
for
specific deadlines
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282 Secretary Dwight Landeneau's letter to Governor Blanco, (Governor Blanco

expresses concerns about the development of liquefied natural gas regasification
facilities) (May 18, 2005), http://www.gov.state.la.us.
283 Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-58, § 313(a)(3), 119 Stat. 689
(2005) (adding 15 U.S.C. § 717n(d)).
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If the state proposes modifications to the applicant's
proposal, the state must consider whether to issue an objection
with alternatives or to provide a conditional concurrence. Even if
limited by time or available resources, the reviewing state should
strive to develop feasible, well-defined alternatives, if appropriate.
The state may also seek to extend the review period with the
applicant if necessary. As underscored in the Millennium appeal,
agreement for a time extension needs to be clearly communicated
between the parties, else a state risks having its objection
dismissed for exceeding the statutory review period.285
Interstate consistency review may also apply to a proposed
project. For LNG terminals in a neighboring state's waters, a state
desiring consistency review must determine whether the project is
located within the reviewing state's geographic boundary and
whether the reviewing state's CZMP includes the project as a listed
activity. If so on both counts, then a state may review for consistency, even though the project is located in a neighboring state's
waters. 286 Note that for unlisted activities within its geographic
location boundary, a state must obtain NOAA approval before
making a consistency determination. 287 If a listed or unlisted
project is outside of its geographic location boundary, then a state
seeking review must also obtain NOAA approval.288

Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Regulations, 71 Fed. Reg. 788 (Jan.
5, 2006) (amending scattered sections of 15 C.F.R. § 930).
285
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CONCLUSION

The promise LNG importation offers to increase natural gas
supplies merits attention by states and the federal government.
However, environmental and safety impacts associated with LNG
terminals can offset a terminal's benefits. In providing exclusive
jurisdiction for siting, construction, and operation over LNG
terminals to the federal government, EPAct 2005 facilitates the
development of LNG importation and promotes predictability and
uniformity for terminal developers. Nevertheless, states retain a
strong interest in protecting state resources and maintaining accord
among various, sometimes competing, objectives in state economy,
conservation, and public health and safety.
Because the federal government now has a prominent role
in regulating LNG terminals, states should examine remaining
available methods to directly or indirectly regulate terminal siting.
States may not always be able to "veto" a proposed terminal, but
several environmental statutes, including the Coastal Zone
Management Act, allow a state to influence an LNG terminal's
final design, construction, and operation. Although difficult to
reject a project, the CZMA consistency determination enables a
reviewing state to propose alternatives that will reduce a facility's
environmental impacts during construction and operation. States
should exploit the consistency review to mitigate the
environmental impacts of a proposed terminal and influence the
facility's configuration, as appropriate. Along with other state
approvals, states may thus promote LNG terminal development
that meets state objectives.

